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SOLID PROPULSION
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I
I NUCLEAR PROPULSION
J. Stone I LeRC
S. Bhatachatyy= / Argonne





W. Long / B&W
J. Wooten / Rocketdyne
CASES:
ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
SOLID PROPULSION
HIGH RELIABILITY CASE JOINTS AND AI"fACHMENTS COMPATIBLE WITH
OPTIMIZED COMPOSITE DESIGNS (1)
• COMPOSITE CASE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY (5)
• CASE MATERIALS AND MATERIAL FORMS SUITABLE FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE, LOW COST, RELIABLE, HIGH RATE PRODUCTION (1)
• CASE EQUIPMENT AND PROCESSES SUITABLE FOR LOW COST/HIGH
RATE PRODUCTION (1)
• COMPOSITE CASE CODE DEVELOPMENT (1)
• SELF-INSULATING CASE (1)




ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
SOUD PROPULSION
NOZZLES:
• CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIAL RESPONSE AND CONSTITUTIVE
MODELING OF ABLATIVE MATERIALS (4)
• PROCESS UNDERSTANDING AND LIMIT DETERMINATION FOR OPTIMIZATION
AND CONTROL OF NOZZLE COMPONENTS (4)
• NOZZLE FAILURE CRITERIA, DAMAGE, MATERIAL VARIABILITY AND EFFECTS
OF DEFECTS (3)
• ROBUST ABLATIVE NOZZLE MATERIALS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (4)
• NOZZLE THERMOSTRUCTURAL CODE DEVELOPMENT (2)
• NOZZLE DESIGN METHODOLOGY (3)
• LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW TORQUE FLEX BEARING DESIGN MATERIALS, AND
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (1)
• ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND CLEANING PROCESSES FOR CASE AND
SOUD PROPULSION
NOZZLES(CONT):
• CORRELATION OF CHEMICAL PROPERTIES TO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FOR CRITICAL NOZZLE MATERIALS, STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES, ABLATIVE
COMPOSITES, FLEX SEAL ELASTOMERS (1)
• LOW COST ABLATIVE NOZZLE MATERIALS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (1)
• DESIGN GUIDE FOR NOZZLE STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE SELECTION (2)
• CARBON-CARBON CHARACTERIZATION AND MICROMECHANICAL MODELING (1)
• CONSTITUTIVE MODELING AND FAILURE CRITERIA FOR NONINSULATORS (2)
• EROSION MODELING OF NOZZLE MATERIALS (1)
• LARGE NOZZLE 3D CARBON_;ARBON ITE AND BACKUP INSULATOR






• MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY REDUCTION
• ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST TECHNOLOGY FOR PROPELLANT AND
BONDLINE CONSTITUTIVE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
• BONDLINE DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILITY
• BONDLINE STRUCTURAL AND HEALTH MONITORING METHODOLOGIES
• BONDLINE CONTAMINATION STUDIES
• PROPELLANT AND BONDLINE FAILURE CRITERIA
• EFFECTS OF DEFECTS FOR BONDLINES
• CLEAN SOLID PROPELLANT DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION
• BONDUNE PROCESSING PROTOCOL (REPAIR/REWORK)













• THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER (TPE) INSULATOR FABRICATION
TECHNOLOGY AND BONDLINE CHARACTERIZATION FOR LARGE MOTORS
• ADVANCED BONDING CONCEPTS FOR LINERLESS INSULATION
DEVELOPMENT
• LOW COST INSULATION PERFORMANCE TEST METHODOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT AND CORRELATION WITH MOTOR PERFORMANCE
• FIBER/POLYMER INTERACTION TAILORING FOR DEVELOPING IMPROVED
FIBER FOR INTERNAL INSULATORS
• SPRAYABLE SOLVENT-FREE, HIGH TEMPERATURE TPE THERMAL
PROTECTION (EXTERNAL) SYSTEM
HYBRID ROCKET PROPULSION:









ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
UQUID PROPULSION
• IMPROVED FABRICATION PROCESSES (11)
• IMPROVED ANALYSIS AND TEST METHODS (4)
• PROPELLANT COMPATIBLE MATERIALS (E) (6)
• IMPROVED BEARING AND SEAL MATERIAL AND FABRICATION
PROCESSES (E) (7)
• IMPROVED COMBUSTION CHAMBER MATERIALS
DEVELOPMENT (E) (7)
• IMPROVED TURBOPUMP MATERIALS (4)
• IMPROVED NOZZLE MATERIALS (4)
• DEVELOP GLOBAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES DATA BASE (3)
• LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURAL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (2)
• LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATION MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (E) (1)
• IMPROVED ENGINE HARDWARE (4)
UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• _D FABRC, AT_N PROCESSES
MILESTONES ANO RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OPTIBIZATION OF FABRICATION PRC)CESSES
IS REQUIRED TO INCREASE YIELD,ANO
OUALITY ANO FEDUCE O06T
- CURRENT SSME kK::C PIi:RX_SS TIME
COULD BE REDUCED BY 70%
• DEMONSTRATION OF FABRICATION
PI:t(_ESSE5 C_ FULL SCN..E HARDWARE B
RE(_I_D TO DEFINE PFK_ESS
LIMITATIONS ANO ASSURE 'TRANSITION TO
PFKX)UCTION
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• FUlL-SCALE CCMP(_ENT TRIALS FOR COMBUSTION
ClCkJCBER FABRICATION TECHNCUOG_
- PLASMA SPRAY FOFiMIklG
- PLATELET TECHNOLOGY
- L_UID INTERFACE _ BONDED (LIO8)
- TUBULkq OONSTRUCTION
• CHARACTERIZATION OF I,_FtOVT::D FABRW,ATiON
PROCESSES
. N EAR NET SHAPE FABRICATK]N
. FINE _J=INNED CASTINIG$
. BUPERPLASTIC FORMING ENGINE CCMPO_IENTS
• MACHINING OF HIC, H A..qPECT RATIO _
CHN_INELS
- ELECTROFORMING
- INF1.ATK:)I FORMED _R-WELDEDCOOLNCr
TUBES
• JOINING PROCIESS OEVE_ FOR FULL_CN.E
ENGINE
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LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROVED ANALYSIS AND TEST METH(_08
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• INADEOUATE ANALYSIS AND CERTIFICATION TEST
PFt(_RAMS FOR LONG LIFE ENGINE COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS
MILESTONES AND RESOUI:IICE REOUIREMENIII:
R_:COMMENDEDACTIONS:
• DEVELOP [XA_J_Lfl'V kK_DELING PROCEDURES IN
ONE COMPUTER COOE TT4AT ACCOUNT FOR:
CYCUC INELASTIC COND(T_N$
• CRACK INmAT_N ANO G/_OWTH
• DEVELOP TESTING )_L-TTKX)S TO EVALUATE THE
AGING CHARACTEFUSTK_ OF kU_TER_LS AND
COMPONENTS _ A TIME PERIOO SIGNIFICANTLY




BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• FUELS FOR SPACE SYSTEMS MAY DEGRADE
MATERIALS BEHAVIOR
- HYDR(X)EN
- SULFUR IN _9ON$
- NfTROOEN TETFIOXIDE
- HYDRAZINE
• MATERIALS WHICH RUB IN AN OXIDR'ING
ENVFIONMENT MAY IGNITE ANO BURN
• ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS DICTATE ELIMINATION
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIFI[II:NI_:
• EPA-DFINEN RE£XJIREMENTS (EN_
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• HY_a_GEN RESISTANT MATERIALS
• M_OVED I_ATEFt_LS FOR EUBSNG IN OX'_EN
ENVIFIONMENT (NPELLERS TURBINES BEARINGS.
ET_
• ENVIRONMENTALLYCCMPATIBLE MATERIALS FOR
PRE_LEANlCG AND FINE-CLEANINO
• u_TONEUTRALJ_E EFFC-CTSOFNrrRIOGEN
TEI"FIOXIOE IN _ VALVES _ PI,UMI_NIO
• EFFECTS OF IIdF_RITY AIDOITIONS IN _N
• FUNOAMENTAL _I"UOY OF MATERIAL BEHAVIOR IN
C0(YGEN
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lIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROV£ O BEARING AND SEAL MATE RIAL AND
FABRICATION PROCESSES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• TURBOPUMP BEARINGS ARE LIRE-UMITU_ IN SSME
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTB:
• CRYOOQ_ | UDNO WEAR TEIll_
- COX¢AP_NUP/
• 11141EH'Yollorr Al_ IiA.qll_ (I IS4J_i41il.Nel
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• OONTINUEI_:'Vm,.Ol_dlB_Of ROt.IJNOEI.IB4E_T BF..,_M_IO
• CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT OF BEARINGS AND
SEALS IS REQUIRED TO INCREASE RELIABILITY OF
REUSABLE ENGINE SYSTEMS
• DEVELOI:>MENT OF HYDROSTATIC BEARINGSWIU.
PROVIOE SIMPLER DESIGNS. EASE OF
MANUFACTURE AND HIGF_ER STIFFNESS ANO
DAMPING WITHOUT STEADY-STATE WEAR
I_=R_U, JmfOR CRYOOEMI¢APPUCtTtCMB
• _ DEVELO_II_'T O(r i£MmO _ I_TI_IMJJ
_I.I10_ pIV::IVIDE SOUD LUB_CkTICN TO THE ROI..LJI_
ELEMEM_
• DE_5_.o# I_I_/ED SE_ MATEPJALI
• I_Fc.STIGATEIIIAI"ERIALi FOR_'llCN TO _I_C:
_TAT1C
• I_ VIB.OPP04. IIEA.al,4_
• (_'TINUE II_I_'nGATION OF OCTALFIqOPERTYBEA.qmo
RACE PROCESSl/G
• IN'd_llOATE Tt4EAPPLICATIONOF CERAlaC MAIlfJqlAUIIN
CR_OOO41C
• I¢_ESl't_TT "tl.41EklI'II,UCATICNCF"N_OCR VBT,,K.UlE
I_ TOBE,ARI404
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
BASE R&T PROGRAM
RNDINGS:
• TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN PRIORITIZED WITH A VIEW TOWARD RELATIVELY
NEAR TERM REQUIREMENTS
• A SUBSTANTIAL BASE R&T PROGRAM IS ALSO REQUIRED TO ADDRESS
HIGH-PAYOFF TECHNOLOGIES
• SIGNIFICANT POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR SHARING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH BURDEN WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND INDUSTRY
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• A LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGY PLAN TO OEFINE LONG-TERM PRIORITIES
• AN AGGRESSIVE INITIATIVE TO ESTABLISH TECHNOLOGY-SHARING
AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS SUCH AS:
- CERAMIC TURBINES WITH AIR FORCE
- ELECTRIC PROPULSION WITH AF AND SDI
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
pERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGIES
FINDINGS:
• MAJOR PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED




• QUAD CHARTS OF THESE TECHNOLOGIES ARE INCLUDED IN THE PANEL
REPORTS
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• THESE TECHNOLOGIES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR INCORPORATION INTO THE
CODE R RESEARCH PLAN
UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPT'IO_:
• HIGH RELIABILITY CASE Jogcrs/ATrACHMENT8
COMPATIBLE WITH OPTIMOt:D COMPOSrrE DESIGN
BACKGROUND • FELATED FACTORS:
• OEF1CIENCES:
- JOINT DESIGNS HEAW/STR_¥
II_EFFICENT
- LOW RELIABILITY
- INCOMPATBLE WITH OPTIM[Z£ D _
• SYSTEMS APPUCATIONS:






MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTIS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP CASE 0ESC_IS WHCH M_=O¢ OR
ELIMINATE
• OPTBtZE JOINT DESIGNS COMPATIBLE




UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:








. II+ERMO41'RUCTI.P,AL REM_NBE OF AELAT1VIDINOT
SUFFIOB(I'LY UNDERST(X)O_ REuAmmuEOESlON
- PORE PAGI4UN_ OENF.RA'r_NIS 'n4E UNDERLYINO
CAUE.EOF P(X:_(F_,. PLYUF'T,W_DOEOUT.
KLMa ICATICN.m_







- _,L SYSTEkl$ U6,11_MM.ATI_ TI_SIH_U DIMO
PBFI4. ASRM.NUI. _'(O ,kLLOTI4ERSOLID _
MOI_M (POTI_/'LN. APPt.J_I"_N IN
I_elrTT.Jm)
• II_¢EFt"plblSAYOF'F_:
- 111mI_I:0RT m 11q; i_'y TO CIqla_F.D 0E:I;_N.
ll4e_ R_LU_I4.1TY,¢XI_CqEC'TMA1T.RIAI.
IE LECTIONk_O LOt_r.A|_1TEMS DEVF..LOP_IO4T
/V40 OPE_ATK:I,4N.
MILESTONES AND R_ REQUIREMENTS:
• (EPAOR/VEN RC-QUIREMENTS) _NABLJN(_
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• 0(S4_I A_D OONDUCT_TORY _TO4Y
IDmEN_EN11 TO OHAJ_'T_ _'Y _RO4_TIII
PERFORM ANAL_1_ TO IIUlq_ff'r E,_WdI_I_I" 0E;I_N.
_kTA INTE]PUI_TATI_N ANDMO0_ C_RR_LAI_N
Ok"VT.LO_C_NICnTunvE R&LAllONSleOATNIERV_L 4J4
R.OW ANO IffRUCT1JRALI,IO01g.BI4
Ok-Wc,;IMl_THE NECESlily r,_ OOUIq..ED4HIOCRESS/_
,_U, LYSlII
O_NSTRUCT _D CCKW,JCT_ FJ(PERIM_ml, TO
VALIDATEMOOEUI
F.,_ LOAI[174EUSlEO_ UIG_OMEC_M_IC_L_ TO
I_P_OVE JWAL'fSa8TP_"r _J_Y









BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
* 0EFICENCES:
- MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABLE INFLUENCE ON
CRITICAL PROP1ERTE$ IS NOT ,_IFFIGENTI.Y
UNDERSTO00 FOR DESIRED RELIASLffY
MILESTONESANDRESO_RC_ REOUIR_MEk'T_:
RECOMMENDED ACTION_:
• PERFORM DE SIONED EXPEFUMENTS TO IDENTIFY
CRITICAL PROP_RTES
• EmVALLUk_ MATE R_AL _ PROOE $4)V.4,cIMSLE
INFLUENCES ON CRITICAL PROPERTIES
- LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF PROCESS REDUCES
MANUFACTUPJNG YIELD
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL SYSTE MS INCLUDINO RSRM. ASRM. TrrAN,
SRMU, AND NLV
• BENEFffS_AYCI_$:









- SHIM/ELASTOMER INTERFACtAL BONDtNG
- AOHESNTS
- BOND STRENOTN
• ESTABLISH RAW MATEFIU_L ANO PROCESS LIMITS
AND CONTROLS
• V1ERIFY ANO VALIOATE PI:K_E SSES AND CONTROI_
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESC_tIFTK)N:
• PFIO_LLANT AND BON_INE MATERIALAND
PI_CESS VARIABILITYREDUCTION
- INSULATI(_, LI_ER.ADHESNE. AHOPROPELLANT
VARU_U1Y DE'TERMINATION
• PFtO_SS CONTROLANOMONITORNG
• TOM _: NTERACTIC_ WITHMATENAL
BUR?LE_
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCES:
• IMPACTOF RAWMATER_L VARIABIL/TYANO









- FEDUCEDE(ATE_AL AND _E SS VA.qL_kBLffV
IFAD TO B4PFK)VEORELJABIL/TYAND
FEDUCEDFABRICATI_ COST
MLESTONES ,END RESOURCE REOUIREMENTII:
REOOIAIF_NDED ACTIONS:
• IDEN'rFV C_CAL MA_ERW.S XNO AC_EmANClE
TESTSW1THSUPgt.E!RWI'ERACTE_
• C(_'_DUCTSTATISTICALTESTSTO DEFINE DEGREE
OF VARLASILII_OFCOM.OO_ENTSPFKX_RTIES AND
EFFECTON BONOUNESTRENGTHAND PROCESSES
• DE_LOP A C_-TO-GRAVE Nt,_.YllCAL
PFtOCESSINO MOOELTO CONTROLAND IIONITOR TO
A STATE(LE, DC--GREEOF CURE) NOTTIME,
TEI,LOERATURE,PP,ES.SUF_ ETC.
• ESTA,BLISHED _ CRITERIA
/4YS, I@ E'NOIN#" OPE',eAf/ON
f OA90EA/EEAfO_, AltArlV_ lYO_r_rL_
F VA_g_ _
/.. -,._.. _...., . _ ...:_.,.i_:'_,:.
"" " ":" '"" ";" " :'-: : "_!"" _" r'-,,:_-.-_Nj_.ir_,,- _ _' ,, _ ., ". ," _d _._ . • 'i"1
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• HYl_q,O POCKET eOOSTER DE_60_STRATtON
- DEVELOP (XX)E5 ANO EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE
FOFI THE DESIGN OF" LARG,E HYBJ:_O _
MOTORS
- DEMONSTRATE HYBRID ROCKET MOTORS AT
BOO6TER THRUST LEVELS (lS0K-I SM b TH_
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• HYBRID ROCKETS OFFER
• INERT _L'_DI._
- CLEAN EXHAUST
- ELIMINATION OF EXPLOSIVE HAZARDS ANO
EFFECTS OF DEFECTS IN CRACKS AND DEB_ID6
• HYBRID ROCKE'T$ CAN BE:
- THRoI"n.ED
- SI-_JT [X:)WN
• THE _ OF HYBRIO BOOSTERS IS ESTIMATED AT
10% TO 100% OF SR),b AND MUCH LOWER THE LRBe
• HYBFUD6USE EXISTING TECHNOLOGY FOR CASE,
NOZZLE. AND LIOUID FEED SYSTEMS
• HIGHER _ THAN SOUDS ANO EOUAL TO TTLAT OF
LOX/HVDRCX_AFIBON
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE I_E_.JIREMENTI:
• TEST FACILITY CAPABLE OF:
• 1.SUb THRUST
- 3,500 Ib/_¢ LOX FLOW @ 12_0 _
I_ECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• coo£ DEVELOPMENT AND DATA BA.SE AT SOO-Ib,
ts_.Ib, AND tSOK-ib THRUST LEVEL (JOINT
NA.._VO:3_:3RATE IFU.D
• 75OK-Ib THRUST DE MONSTRATION
. 1.SM4b THRUST DE MON STRATION
RNDINGS:
• INTERFACE ACROSS GOVERNMENT AGENCIES IS CRITICAL FOR TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER TO AVOID DUPLICATION OF EFFORT
• CONCURRENT ENGINEERING IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLID ROCKET MOTOR SYSTEM
• KEY TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS OFFERING THE POTENTIAL TO
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE COST. IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE OF
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS ARE COMMON ACROSS ALL SUBSYSTEMS
. UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY
- ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVED CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
- ESTABLISHMENT OF FAILURE CRITERIA
- UNDERSTANDING EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
- DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILTY
- ENVIRONMENTALLY DRIVEN PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
• SOLID PROPULSION INTEGRITY PROGRAM (SPIP) AND ALS LOW COST CASE
INSULATION AND NOZZLE (LOCCIN) PROGRAMS ARE CORNERSTONES FOR
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFER (COMMUNICATION WITHIN
INDUSTRY)
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
RECOMMENDAllONS:
• FORM A TECHNICAL STEERING GROUP WHICH CONTAINS REPRESENTATIVES
FROM THE MAJOR PROPULSION HOUSES, MEMBERS FROM THE JANNAF
STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR SUBCOMMII-I-EE, THE COMPOSITE
CASE SUBCOMMITrEE, AND THE ROCKET NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY
SUBCOMMITTEE STEERING GROUPS UNDER A CHARTER TO PROMOTE AND
ENHANCE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TECHNOLOGY
• UTILIZE A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN PREPARATION OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS TO ADDRESS TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
AND AS A CRITERIA FOR FUNDING
• IMPLEMENT THERMAL ANALYSIS IN FLEXSEAL AND PHENOLIC MANDREL TOOL
DESIGN
• TRANSFER DEVELOPED NOZZLE DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND TESTING
TECHNOLOGIES THROUGH ESTABLISHMENT OF REGULARLY SCHEDULED




• FORMALIZE THE PROCESS FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
- PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPERS IN THE RTOP CALL
-- MAJOR PROGRAM DIRECTORS/CHIEF ENGINEERS "TOP TEN" LIST OF
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
- KEEP MAJOR PROGRAM DIRECTORS/CHIEF ENGINEERS INVOLVED IN THE
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW PROCESS
-- REVIEW AND COMMENT ON DEVELOPERS PROPOSED RESPONSE TO
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS LIST
-. PROMOTE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BETWEEN DEVELOPER AND PRIME
CONTRACTORS (ESTABLISH EARLY COMMUNICATION LINKS BETWEEN
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPERS AND TECHNOLOGY USERS - PRIME AND
SUBCONTRACTORS)
- USE TECHNOLOGISTS AS AN INTERNAL CONSULTING RESOURCE
• BUILD ON THE INFORMAL PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY




ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
• NTP FUELS/COATINGS (E)
• NEP REFRACTORY ALLOYS (E)
• NEP FUELS (E)
• NEP RADIATOR MATERIALS (E)
• NTP NOZZLES (SPI)
• TURBOPUMP MATERIALS (SPI)
• LIGHT-WEIGHT TANKAGE / INSULATION (SPI)
• HI TEMPERATURE THERMAL & ELECTRICAL INSULATION (SPI)
• PRESSURE VESSELS (SPI)
• NON-FUEL COATINGS (SPI)
• HI TEMPERATURE SEALS
• NEUTRONIC CONTROL MATERIALS
• LIGHT RADIATION SHIELDING




NTP IrUIE_ AND COATI4OI:
- 100% FIII_(_ p RO,_JCT F/E'T'I_IlON
TI4ERMAL I_rABJUI_ (LOW MAU LO_$ AT "1_$00¢4( IN H2 IM S 14_
HION MB.'I14G POB4T ( > $40M_
HIGH FU_. O_I_TY _UI >1 _
THE_LAL lgIOCX RE31rrANc_
IIL_ DEQRADATICI4 MECHANIPAI
CHEIIP._L CCIIPA'rlNJI"Y _TH OOATING JND MAI"RIX MATP_I_LI/JI
HIGH SU_ACE AAEA TO VOI.UIdE RATIO
FABRCJIIUTY
BACKGROUND & FELATED FACTORS:
• m'n¢ ck, mo[ FUELI M_cr F__ [mB_K_. 11qL.q
- PROVE_ OPERATIClG F.,1GHENBCC_ TO 175¢K FC_ 2N IN Ht
IUBJIECT TO "n4ELI_IAL _+OCJ_ _, II, l,ll+ (x::t(l_iO8 ION
PLAUIBIBLIE DI_IONI_ UIP TO $00¢K IDUT TEI_ M4D T_II
• _ RB RAClrOIW rula.I (_I_IT. M0_ _
ROtiU_ F=U_ D_IQK CCI_ATB_ 1MTN H2
- HIGH FIBII4ON PROOUGT RETB, fflON
- LOW _ _D 114RUIBT/WEIOHlr
• PAJUIC&E IIE'D CAROl0( FUt_.S (BRST P_
H_H "/14RUI¢I"_I_GHT. HIOH OPI_ATINO TrddP[RAllJIIIK
- 14GH PJEL L(_8 AN0 Fi_&K_ PRO(X)CF.R RELF.M_
. NO I_ ENB¢¢4_ ImOR L(_IO _ NIOI.111_CHNOLOOy I_K
• Ctllr=OUI FUELI _IOIT. "l/_Tn_
• CONTNNMB_rT _qD C_4PATImUTY _F" OA_ II'H_ FUEL
MILESTONES AND RESOURC4E REQUIREMENTB:
• O_V_LO_B_. __K _o _o_ TBmO tO
I_ELECT H_,I+,I_TUFIE N'TP FIJI_ - I m
• Id(:X)k'_ TF.STING F_I_ILfl"F_ N4D pIGN:O_/d PROTOTYlqC.kL
'Tl_'r&. tN4
• CCNS_ M,X:LEA_ FUWtA C_ N_D TEST kSS.Bd BLiI_ + t Iml,
• I_ O CN ADV.4NCF.D OONCI_ll CONI1NUINIO
• BIJD_E't3 DF.PIENOO, INUUBEROFCOt_I_11.
_WU.LI_TIONS S_XA.D BE COMPLETED BEFORE C,_NCFJrr
SPECM::IC _Tr_ T Ikl_
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• mJ:_C,[ co_.,wTs iv DD'_ c_n'r_ _.L_'nNa
f,_Pl[P_t_. DOWN _i._. AMD _81Nl_ DE_
• ITART R&D ¢_1 _ F'UF.I_ ILCOATI_ TECHNOLOGY t88Ul_
• CON6TRUGT TI_lrlMG FAC_UTI_
• START R_ D TO o_/ce_,T1_'rl[ k'v_ IMPROVBdI_T IM
SAFETY AND PFJ_-O4_N4(_ (_F+I_E TIME • "tq_JPERATURE)
• ITART FNI+ItCATI_N/_lO OI4ARACTENZAI1OM DE'V'ELOI_B¢Ir
• ITART PROTOTYIMCAL FUEL Ig.Bd B_rT nESTINO
• O_ME, RA'rl[ OATA TO:
• iuPP'Olcr ENOINF.._NO O(SI_II
OUALFY OPIERATIMG MARGINI
PREDt_"r







. IJFET1MES > 2 YEAJ_S AT TEMPERATUFES > 1500K
- OCMPATIBIUTY WITH CANOIOATE FUELS
- COMPAT BILrrY WTTH WORKING FIJJ ID6 AND
(XX)LANTS
. HIGH 8TRENGTH AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE$
• RES_STANCIE TO RADIATICN DAMAGE
- READILY FkaPJCATED INTOOOMPLJEX
C_MPONENT8
BACKGROUND • F_ELATED FACTORS:
• MOST CANDDATE ALLOYS ARE NOT IN PROOUCTION
NOW
* A SI(_IFICANT TECHNICAL DATA BASE EXISTS FROM
THE SPACE POWER P_OGRAMS (I _e_'s) kNO THE
SP-t00 0_-')
- Nb AND Ta-BAS_D ALLOYS HAVE A HIGH LEVEL OF
DEVELOPMENT
- COMPLEX COMPONENTS SUCCESSFULLY
FN_q_CATED
- LARGE DATA BASE
- Mo ANO W.BASED ALLOYS HAV1EA LOWER LEMEL Cf
MA_
- DIFFICULT TO FABRICATE
- LIMITED TO MODEST OATA BASE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREI_ENT$:
• RECEIVE PI:IO(YOCT FORMSOF CANDIDATE MATERIALS
BY Ige4
• ACQU_E PItELIM_LNWOATABASES-10ge
- MECHANICAL PTkOPEI_rlES TESTS AND DESIGN
VALIDATION
• ItFLADIATION OAMAGIMO EFFECT
. WORKING F1.UIO ANO COOLANT COMPATISIUTY
• OOW_SELE-CT OPTIMUM ALLOY FOR REFERENCE
SYSTEM DESGN. tm7
• ACOJIRE ENOINEEFUNO DATABASE SUITABLE FOR
APPROVAL FOR _ OPERATION OF REACTOI_2O01
RECOMMENDED ACTION_
• REDUCE CANDIDATE CONCEPTS AND SELECT
CANDIDATE MATERIALS
• DEVELOP MATERIALS SPECFICATION$
• OPTIM_E FABRICA'T]ON METHODS
• ©ENTIFY St,koPLY INFRASTFL_TURE
• GENERATE PRELJMINARY DATA BASE FOIL
RADIATION DAMAGE EFFECT8
- COMPATIBLfTY WITH COOLANT • WOF_(INO F'LUIDG
- HIGH TEMPERATURE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
• FIEFURSISH FACILITIES TO SUPPORT THE ABOVE
DE_:
• Ikll_ RLJEL,SANOCLNt)O'IN_
:kSAT+% r_R GAS COOCJ_)I=EACTOI_i
. LOW FISS10N GAS Ng_.Jt$4EANOSWEI4JNIG
Pd_a_LA[X)W_Gq_ON PROOUCT OOt_AT_ItJTY
FU_ OLAOC_G NTEGRr_Y
• _GH OR_EP _GTH OLADOIMOMATENALB
. lrHIE_MIONICFtJELELE'MENTNTEORITY
• IIENI_ Ol_ NOI_4AL I_.RF(XqMANC_
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• 0k"_LO4_G_rT OF I_rABLEFUmJ - ttM
• LNI_AUECOMPATI_L/TYTUrrlHG- Im
• F_OTOTYPr.AL FUEL _TESTNG
- I_INOUEPIN II_IAIDIATIO_I_ +t MI4
• IY_TTJI4_ELECTION -_
• IMIT=GRATED+ E_GIMEERING IYI_EM TTr.STFAC4L/TY-_¢0
• BUOGk'I_0EPI_IO_NUUBER_ laOklrd_
EVALUAT1CN5SHOIXD lie GGk_C'rl_ i)EFOflE CoNcE.mr
rd_CN_ TESTING
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• UOUIOI_'TN. ¢O04JE_ IIF._"lrO_ FVE]J
• OF.JI,_OI_TRATEUN OPERA'noN AT II AT.% IklRNUPAT 14OOK
- o_ _,ATX3N TO 14)AT. ,/, AT tSO04(PLAUIStS_
- D_ION_qAIl_D U(_ TFE OPERATIC1 AT Ig00KFOIl JYEAJ_
• COERATt_I FOR 10_r.AJ_ AT 2400KIq_IJE]_CAL
• 0J_ C_OOU[DR_OII FUBLll
• OPERATI_ WF.U. I_.OW _ 1 MATENN.S CA_MN.rN_
• OpE]I_ATI_SWAY llE't_ONOi_l=_qUp F.X_r.qll_/_ llA_
I_IE 14AJ(_ IBIPJEB_1114NE_ REACTOr5 AFUE1141EHIGHIIJINU_
REOUI_EOTO C_MPLETE MIM_ION 11MESk_O RELATNIg.Y 141_4
Tl_d_ _ TO D_ _ TGFO_ER RATIO
• RE[X,tOEOCNCEPTS I_ _ CRIT'EN,A. ELIdNATIk_
NON..PERFO4_ERS, DG4_ IIELECTNO, ANDCa_ 8DmCGD_X]/_
• _(V_ JIMO1_ |TAII.E. _OMPkqAliLE. HIGt,iTI_IPE_TURi
R,E.UI
• IrTARTPR,OTO'TYI_,AL. HIOH I,l(_JP M_IA,DIATI_N TI_nNO
PI_GRAM
• CCNSIIJCT GROUI_ I'E,S'nNG FACIJ'II_
• OF.NERATI[OATA








• LIGHT, HIGH TEMPERATURE. HIGH PEF_ORIdANCE
RADIATOR MATERIALS
- T>IOO_(
- HIGH SPECIFIC CONOUCTNffY
- PROTECT IGN _ ALKAU METALS
- HIGH STRENG_IFT'NESS
- HIGH EMISSNITYA_OATING
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• REFRACTORY METALS WELL O_VELOP_D BUT HEAVY
• C_A,qBC_I OOMI_36fI"ES USING HIGH
STRENGTH FIBERS C_V'ELOPED , BUT LOW STRAJN TO
FAILURE OF HIGH CO_DUCTWITY FI_P,_ LIMIT
FABRICATION 04: CCMPO61TE$ _'IWEIGI.R
PROTECTION FROM NJ(ALI METALS ALSO A PROBLEM
• GRAP_/TE._R UNDER DEVELClPMENT.
I, IrTERFACIAL STRENG_INO IS PROBLEM.
HEAVIER THAN CAR_ARBON. NEED PROTECTION
FROM ALKALI UETALS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMIENTS:
• S_EUECT MATERIAL SYSTEM lt_3
• RADIATORPROTOTYRE DEMONSTRATK:_I 1M
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• C AnBONK:N:tBON
• SELECT MO_'T _ST HIGH CONDUCTIVITY FIBER
DEVELOP COMPOSITE ARCHITECTURE TO REOUCE
WEIGHT AND INCREASE THROUGH-THICKNESS
CONDUCTNITY
• DEVELOP LIGHT PROTECTIVE LINER
• OPTIMIZE SURFACE EMISSNITY
• GRAPHER
• OPTIMGgE INTERFACIAL BONO_NG
• DEV1ELOP JOINING PROCESS
- OPTIMIZE SURFACE EMISSNTTY
• FASRICA'nE SUSSCALE RADIATOR SEGMENT
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
I I I III
NUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
RNDING:
• OPERATING CONDITIONS LIKELY TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY OUTSIDE CURRENT
EXPERIENCE BASE
• MULTIPLICITY OF UNCERTAINTIES EFFECTING DURABILITY
• LARGE NUMBER OF MATERIALS WHICH MIGHT BE CONSIDERED FOR VARIOUS
COMPONENTS
• CRITICAL MATERIALS ARE NOT AVAILABLE
- NO LONGER PRODUCED
- IN LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT
- IN CONCEPTUAL STAGE ONLY
• FUNDING PRECLUDES CONCURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF MANY CANDIDATES
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• ENSURE CONCURRENT ENGINEERING BETWEEN SYSTEM DESIGN AND
MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
• ENSURE MINIMAL DUPLICATION IN QUALIFICATION OF MATERIALS BETWEEN
DIFFERENT PROGRAMS AND CONTRACTORS
• ENSURE ADVANCED DESIGN METHODOLOGYNALIDATION IS INCLUDED EARLY






ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
SOUD PROPULSION
• IMPLEMENTATIONOF THERMALANALYSISIN FLEX SEAL AND PHENOLIC
MANDRELTOOLDESIGN
• NOZZLEDESIGN/ANALYSISTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BY SEMINARS,
HANDBOOKDEVELOPMENT,AND COMPUTERIZED DATA BASES
(1)
{1)
SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
FINDINGS:
• INTERFACEACROSSGOVERNMENT AGENCIES IS CRITICALFOR
TECHNOLOGYTRANSFERTO AVOID DUPLICATION OF EFFORT
• CONCURRENTENGINEERING IS ESSENTIALFOR THE SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENTOF A SOLID ROCKET MOTOR SYSTEM
• KEY TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS OFFERING THE POTENTIALTO
SIGNIFICANTLYREDUCECOST, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
OF SOLIDROCKETMOTORS ARE COMMON ACROSS ALL SUBSYSTEMS
- UNDERSTANDINGAND CONTROL OF MATERIAL AND PROCESSVARIABILITY




- DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILTY
- ENVIRONMENTALLYDRIVEN PROCESSAND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
• SOLID PROPULSIONINTEGRITY PROGRAM (SPIP) AND ALS LOWCOSTCASE
INSULATIONAND NOZZLE(LOCCIN) PROGRAMS ARE CORNERSTONESFOR
TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTAND TRANSFER (COMMUNICATION WITHIN
INDUSTRY)
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUErrECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• FORM A TECHNICAL STEERING GROUP WHICH CONTAINS
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE MAJOR PROPULSION HOUSES, MEMBERS
FROM THE JANNAF STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
SUBCOMMITTEE, THE COMPOSITE CASE SUBCOMMITTEE, AND THE
ROCKET NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY SUBCOMMII"I_E STEERING GROUPS
UNDER A CHARTER TO PROMOTE AND ENHANCE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
TECHNOLOGY
• UTILIZE A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN PREPARATION OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS TO ADDRESS TECHNOLOGY
REQUIREMENTS AND AS A CRITERIA FOR FUNDING
• IMPLEMENT THERMAL ANALYSIS IN FLEXSEAL AND PHENOLIC MANDREL
TOOL DESIGN
• TRANSFER DEVELOPED NOZZLE DESIGN. ANALYSIS, AND TESTING
TECHNOLOGIES THROUGH ESTABLISHMENT OF REGULARLY SCHEDULED
SEMINARS, HANDBOOK DEVELOPMENT, AND ACCESSIBLE COMPUTERIZED
DATA BASES
DESCRIPTION:
• HIGH RELIABILITY CASE JOIN_ATTACHMENTS
COMPATIBLE WITH OPTIMIZED COMPOSITE DESIGN
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• JOINT DESIGNS HEAVY/STRUCTUR_Y
_EFFW_IENT
• LOW RELIABILrrY
- INCOMPATIBLE WITH OPTIMr2_D
COMPOSITE DES{ON
• SYSTEM$ APPLICATIONS:






MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUtREMEN3_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP _ DESIGNS WHICH MINIMI2_ OR
ELIMINATE JOINTS
• OPTIMIZE JOINT DESIGNS COMPATIS_JE WITH
COMI_ITE$-ELfMINATE HOLES, MINIM 17_
LOCAL REINFOF:ICEMENTS
• FABRICATE/TEST JOINT DE S IGNS
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SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTIOH:
• COMPOSITE CASE DESIGN AND NCIJ.YSl8
METHOOOLOOY
- DEVELOPMENT OF MATERU6. TEST METHOOS
- FAILURE CRrTERtA AND EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
- COklPOSITE CASE PROCESS MODELING






LACK OF STA__41F'OA CA_ DE3K_ANAUVIll
cuRRENT 1_ PROCEDUREll _ _T'E
HIGH_ OF P1JELICAI,E T_
I,_TE qlkl. I_ OEFINrI'tONtl IN,_OUAI'E
CU_*_I[NT F_ULU_ CRItERiA ARE INAD_4JAT!
8CAUNO PdENOMI_<AMUST BE UN_OOO
ANALY_,II ANDTF.J_TDATAARE NOTAVAJI_BLEFOR
O(TERMININO EFFECTOF DEFECT
- NEED TO C._H/Ii_ER,kL_TIV_ M4_UFI_ruP6t,_
METHOOI
(E G,, INFI.ATAJB4.E_O_L_J





. IlTANDARD_.A_ TO IrrREAMUNE THE DESIGN AND
VERtRCATION PROCJnI6.
• MORE OPTIIdUMOl_JO/_l AND U:)WF.R_ OF
Ok'VELOPMDtT
• ASSEMBLE INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM OF EXPERTS IN
DE SlGN/ANALYSI$CrlEST
• DEVELOP CONSENSUS AND DOCUMENT RELEVANT
THEORIES OF BEHAVIOR AS FU_,_ENTAL BASIS
FOR DE$IGN/ANALYSkS/TEST
• DEFINE COMPREHENSN_ TEST R_QUIREMENTS
• DESIQN/ANN.YZ_ST ANALOG EXPERIMENTS FOR
CASE DES_N VERIFICATION
• DEVELOP A COMPREHENSNE MATERIAL PROPERTY
DATABASE
• CONDUCT ANALYTICAL CORRELATION TO UNIFY
ANALOG, SUB-gC._E AND FULL-SCN.E
RESPONSE WITH MATERIAL PROPERTY DATABASE
• DEVELOP VERIFIED FA_.URE CRITERIA
• EXPLORE THE EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
• DOCUMENT TECHNOLOGY iN THE FORM OF A DESIGN
GUIOE
DESCRIPTION:
* CASE MATERIALS,t4ATERIAL FORMS SUITABLE FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE, LOW OO_T, RELIABLE
AND NIOH RATE PRODUCTION
BACKGROUND& RELATEDFACTORS:
• DEFiCIENCiES:
- MATERIAL_JMATERIAL FORMS POTENTIALLY
UNSAFE. NOT SUITABLE FOR HIGH-RATE
PRODUCTION, PROCESS SENSRNE
• SYSTEMS APR.ICATION8:
• CRITICAL FOR ALL COMPOSITE STRUCT1J_ES
[NCtUOINO CASES
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED PROOUCTION CO_T
- ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE MATERIALS
- IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCESREOUIREMEhrr_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
DEVELOP LOW CC_T/HIGH PERFORMANC_
ENVIRONMENTALLY_AFE FIBER/RESIN SYSTEMS
DEVELOP PROCESS INSENSffI_ MATERIALS FORMS
SUITABLE FOR HIGH-RATE PROOUCTION
DEMONSTRATE HIGH-RATE CA_ PRODUCTION
CAPABILITIES USING ANN.OG CASES
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SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:




- SLOW/COSTLY, LIMITED IN-PROCESS CONTROL
• SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS:
- APPLICABLE TO FABRICATR)N FOR ALL









• SELECT/DEVELOP OPTIMUM EQ(.,/IPMENT/PROCE,SS
FOR LOW-CO_T. HIGH-RELIABILITY
PROOUCTION INCt.UDIN(3 IN.LINE PROCESS
CON _PECTION
• DEMONSTRATE TECHNOLOGY FOR SUB- AND
FULL-,SCALE ANALOG CASES
DESCRIPTION:
• CoMpoen'E CJd_ J_4,kLYSB COD( CE'VT.LDPMENT
• A CODE WHICH APPU_ THE _TI OF TECHNOLOGY
ADV_qCI_Em" IN THE AREA OF _ trrRucTtm_.
PESPONSE OF I_C,_rT MOTOA G_ll
• OOOE TO _ THE "C,_lk" _ TO CONTAIN
ACC_'_AT Ir I_JB-MOOE'_ OF GP_M. Ik_ULATOR. BONt:_JCE
ANO ATTACHME)rr 8T_
• THE GOAL II A _'ANOA,o4Y,_'D COOE THAT P_EOtCTII _
VERY A_.AJP, kTIrl Y
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• O4ETC:IBClUE
kK]4 4rr_N o_ RD ME1HOOOLOGY
• D_r 1OULTY IN I,JJNO D_I_N DATA TO cRr_TE A,IDi_UA'I'IE li4ODl.II
* IPkkDEOuA'rE k_TERrA_, P_OPI_rW _ k_O kI(_(LIN£Nt
114ADIEOL_TE ACCOUI4T IMG FOR LARGE DER.JECllCN AND ROTATION
I_FECI"B
UN_/_ t_TEO FAILURE CR_
UNKNO_ 14 _mJ M_I_R_L PROPER_EI
_ULOUP G [OklETRY NOT ffl BO4CTA_UE
POO_ _4F.MI FI.y MOOIB_ FO_ YJOCNT AND BO_ R EGI(_N_
POO_ taO,D_L,l_ OF JOINTI
iNI1_ACE TO CO_ E_FTWARIE (CAI_ N k'l_(_
• IN R'J_. C_IONI FOR ANAL'_ NE_IE_ TO RBR..r_ pl_ E_
HIIs'ro_v (IE-O_ REll;Ot.J_ irt Ru8, kt_/_D_B. DEFO,_ATIOK E"fP._-
• IIY STI_ _,qq,.r_ TIONg:
- _PPUlFJ; TO ALL 60L I0 RO0( E'T MOTO_ CA_ R E_UI_ I_AE]RTll AND
_TE I_UB. TN_II
• lIEgE)q/I; N_D FAYORr_
MC_E AOCURATE ANALYSIS _ _ I_'TICUENCY
- P_OMOTTr_ P1E_FO_V_,qC E U P_ _ ANO CONTII_UT I_ TO




FEAI"URE:I_ TO INCLL_ RAPtO GmMET RY o_rlNrrl_ UNKm
MATEPJAL PROPERTY OENE]I_ATI,0N USING taCRO-MECHANIC_
AND _E/:_ZED DATA BA,_IES. iNTERFACE TO BUCKLING
GOOE_I. POS"T-P'FIOC_._,'NG FOR PILY 8TRES_E_I. FIB_R
ITRES_EII AND STRAINS
• PHASE 2 PROGRAM TO AOOP_ESS NONL_EAR MATER_AL
B_._VIOR {_OTROPY, _/F.A.q PLY, ANO 80NDLJkE
Ik,TE_FA_.ES, SlJDIk_ AND GAPPING OF JOINTS, LARGE
O(FLECTION_, NEAR INC,,O_PI_[_I E_UTY FOR GRAIN AND
_F.AR MO(X_LUS W_TJ_d4LS. CR4Z_, ETC.). PHASE 2
8HOUND bE COORDtNATED WtTH AN F.J_I.JDRATORY TTr,JIT
D_EN T_CHN(X.OGY DG'V'ELOPMENT PROGRAM IT SHOULD
ALSO BE DE'_D IN CONCERT WI"TH _.IB-gCALE TEBT DATA.
• P_k.S_ 3 PROGRAM TO AOOI:_ES8 FAIL,,U_ C,P_I"IE]:_A, F I:Lt,CTI,I IqE
MECHANICS _ PHENOMENA. IN IIITU MATI[_AL
PIqOPIERTIES, MO4DEUNG I_FAC'TUI_ EFFECI_ |E O.,
R_¢SlDUAL In'P_B). OPTIMIZATION PHA_ 3 SHOULD
OE'IdONS'TRATE ACCURATE PIRED4CIION OF FULL.SCALE CASE
AND CONNECT TO COUPON ANO SU_-_UJE DATA.
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REOUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• r..HARACTERRATION OF MAT[PL4L RESPONSEAN0
CONSTITUTNI[ MOO(LING OF A_'rIv_ MATI_qlALII
• CHFkECALOECOI_ION PHYII_





MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
OE$1ON A_O CO.OijCT _TO_Y LAIIOR_TGqY
• THERMO6TRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF ABLATIVESNOT
8UFF'tCIENTLYUNOERSTOOO FOR _I.JABI.E
• POl_ PRES94JRE O_N[I_TION _ THE UNDERLY1NOCAUg_
OF POCKETING, Iq.Y UFT, WEDGE OUT. DELAMINATION.,_..
• CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART IN NOZ21..EDESIC_ AHALYSm
LACI_, EXPt,.ICrrTREATMENTOF PORE PRESSUI_
• IMPROV1EDCO_ISTITUTI_ RELATIONS ARE R_OUtREDFOR
ACCURATE ANALYT1C,ALPREDaTiON8 ANDSAFE DEI_Gk_
• SYETI[U JO_P/.JC.A'rtoNs_
- ALL II_TEMS USING ABLATIVETPS INCLUO(NGI_RM,
NLS. AND ALLOTHER SOUD ROCKET MOTOFB (POTENTIAL
APPUCATK)N IN ENTRY SYSTEMS)
• BENEFi'TE,/PAYOFFI:
• THIS EFFORT II THE KEY TO OFTiMIZED DESIGN.IMPROVED
I_LtAI_LITY, CORRECT MAT[RIAL SELECTIONAND LOWER
BYITIEMIII De4[LDI_ NT AND0 R[RATIC_IU.. COllr$
F...XPER_IENTIITO CHAP,ACTB=d21EKEY PROPERTIEI
PEI_ORM ANALYlk_ TO BUPPO_qT[XPE_IMENT DF_IGN, DATA
INTE_PRLrTATION&ND MODELC_ELATION
DEVELOP CONST_I"UTIVI[RELATIC_I_ FORTHERMAL,
FLOW AND S'T'R_I'VRAL MOO_._G
EXILE THE _ OF MiCaH _'M)CAL MOOE_ TO IMI_VI[
ANALY_3_TRAc'r AS_=rrY
DETERMINE THE N_ FOR CO_IPLEO/PROO,RESSIVF
ANALY_





• PROCESS UNDERSTANDING AND LIMIT
DETERMINATION FOR OPTIMIZATION AND CONTROL
OF NOZZLE COMPONENTS
- TAPE WRAPPEDRM:IE_ ASLATNES
• FLEXSEAL FABRICATION
- ADNESIVE 8ONDING
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTOR_:
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- MATERIAL ANO PROCESS VARtASLE INFLUENCE ON
CRITICAL PROPERTIES IS NOT SUFFICIENll.Y
UNDERSTOOD FOR DESIRED RELIABILIW
- LACKOFUNDERSTANDINGOF PROCESS REDUCES
MANUFACTURING YIELD
• SYSTEM APPLk_I_T_ON.9:
- ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDINO RSRM, ASRM. TITAN.
SRUU. AND M.V
• BENEFITS/PAYOF'FS:
- THIS EFFORT CONTRIBUTES INCREASED
RELIABILITY, REPRODUCIBILITY, AND
MANUFACTURING YIELD
• PERFORM DESIGNED EXPERIMENTS TO IDENTIFY
CRITICAL PRE)PERTIE_
• EVALUATE MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABLE







- SHIM/_LASTOMER INTERFACtAL BONDING
ADHESrVES
- BOND STRENOTH
• ESTASLISHRAW MATERIAL AND PROCESSLIMITS
AND CONTROL_
• VERIFY AND VALIDATE PROCESSES AND CONTROLS
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VARM4_LrrYAI MILATI_) TO14ATERMLIISIJ N
RS,JklT OEYECll TOlm'l_q_
D('rER&ICEEIrT NO( F_ O('ra=r"rKll(OF ll.¢lDIEoEIr[.cll
_q.,UAll[ mn I$11JIY OF_
ID(VB,_OCmWITNIMPE_ Rm..aklqDDAd:OEpq'_
DLmVIJ)$I,dD¢4VATE_ _ _




CNTER_ OF CAJIC_ X14ENOLRI
• CURR]_T NIDEl NOTRLATED TO KNOY4_DIEIrlEC11
• 14Jl.I",/_([AL, OFTAXIS, M40FRACI!JI_ MECI_N_IC8DATAAJur
REALLYL_CKIKO




PHY&_'ALAND_I_JCAL A&_CTS OF r-ALURE
• MATD_L$ N_O PN3C_gs VARM.TOMSAREDcFTIC:ULTTO
CURNOD_CREPNClCYRLrV1LrW
• WSTEMSAPR.ICA11_i:
• N.L SmdIYST_dB _ USE_BL_T_VE'r',.E_ML P_OTECTK_
m,lr_Edl
• I_Bq 'r&,_YOR_
• Ik_.JJD_ MPRO,'_) RELI_tJ'rY. tam.OVw, O¢_IG_VN_.Y_




• DETEI_ANE MULTI-AXIAL, OFF AX_II,FRACTUI_IEMECHANICI
AND OTHERDATA TO FOI_LAT| TNE FAILUREC4_TERIAFOA
NOZZLE MATE_JUJI
• OEVELOP CORRESPONDENCE BLrTW_EN_ CRITICAL
VALUES AND APPROPRIATE NONDF.._TRUCTh_
TECHHk:_Jt_I
• EXPAND AND OPT_ C,APAB_UTY_KI.ECTED NOC
TECHN_G_I_ FORFULLIM_I_ COMPONENTII
• CON FIRM _T_ON BY APPUCATION OF _ELECTEDND_.4
TO P_.ALCOMPONENTS AND TE]TS COMPAREO_ THOG_
pARTS ATTHE WOIr.,,ATEDLOCATIO_
• OE'VE1.0P AND EVALUATETHE EFFECTI _ OE]FECT8 AND
AOJ_ ON CI_TICAL PROPf.RT_:I
• DLr'_LOPRO_._rTTE_r_FORCRIT_J_I_OPERTIE$ FOR
USE AS A_CEPTA_E TEBTI
• DEVELOP IYITEM FOR MA'I_J_&ALH_rroRY TR_E&I_UTY
DESCRIPTION:




• CURRENT MATERIALS ARE DEFECT AND PROCE_
SENSITIVE
- PROUISINGCANDIOATES EXIST BUT W/_
MATURATION OF MATERIAL AND PROCESS
CONTROL
• SYSTEM APPLICATION
- CURRENT AND PROJECTED LA_ VEHICLE
SRB'_ (RSRM. ASRM, ITrAN, SR_V AND DELTA)
INCORPORATE ABLATIVE NOZZI.E COMPONENT
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF
- CONTRIBU/E INCREASED RELIABILITY,
REPRODUCIBILffY. AND MANUFACTURING YIELD
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEFINE MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
• ENGINEER MATERIALS WHICH ARE INSENSRNE TO
RAW MATERIAL ANO PROCESS VARIATIONS
(TARGET "ntFK_T AND EXIT CONE)
• EVALUATE CANDIDATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS
- PAN FI_I_I_OW K PAN
- ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES
- NONCONOENSATE RESINS/HIGH C:I..L,I_YIELD
- LOW DENSITY EXIT CONES
• HARDWARE DEMONSTRATION/VALIDATION
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BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCI]:
• IOUO ROCKET MOTOR ANAL'fillS COUUUNiTV BEUEVE8
THAT THE ONLY VALJO SOLLrnON METHODOLOGY PIOFI
ANAL_NG _ NOn'LF_ IS A COUPLED HEAT TRA_ER,
PYROi.YeJS GAS GE N ERA'/ION-FLOW. AND gOLID
IITRUCTURN. N4ALY'8;8 I)OLUTION
• A STRONG NEED I[X]s'rll TO DE%q_LOP NUME_
TECHN_E$ THAT EMPt_Y NEW kkITE_IAL CONSTITUTI_
RELATICWS, MATEI_IAL DECOMPOSiTiON MOOEUI,
pyRo(.Y'3t$ GAS FLOW MOOEL3 AND WHICH E)(Pt.JCff_Y
ACCOUNT FOR P'fROLYSJ$ _ PORE PRESSURE
- CURRENT SOFTWARE TOOL8 CAN NOT PERFORM THE J06
• SYSTEUS _'rtoN_
- ALL 80LIO ROCKET WOTOF:_ WHICH USE ABLATIVE TI_
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF:
• THIS EFFORTV_L OEVELOP THE NECESSARY IK)FTWARE
TOOCJ. FOR ACCURATELY PREDICTING THE
THERMO6T RUCTURAL _IPONSE OF NO G_LE UNLqll
MATERIALS rT WiLL REDUCE OPERATIONAL AND
D(VELO_ENT CO&q3 AND IUI_CYV_ I_ LIABIUTY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• _WrFY _e EX_On OF.C-CnSk'W OOUPU.OU_._
THE VARIO_I
- EFFECT OF II"REN, STATE O#i PI_._
• EFFECT OF ME_ STRA_i ON PORE PPdEBSURE
- EFFECT OF IITl_l STATE ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
• DEFINE THE MU_ TECHNIOUES AND 804.UTION
_um NBE0_D
• JUDGE WHETHER pATH [:_IENID_NC,IE:II A.qE REOU1RED
• THE COOE SHOtJ_ BE BU4LT IN _T_S, I_OEUNG TI_
_I_q.EST PHENOMENA FIP_T. FOLLOWED BY THE
INCORPORATION OF MO_[ C._ OOUPLEO PHENOMENA
C_ THE COO( HA_ RF.ACHb"D A _JFFICIENT LEVFL OF
UATURITV
• THE EFFORT W_LL BE NCC_IgPLJI_ED BY A MULTI_a::_P_J_Y
TEAM _D OF iDG'_RTS IN THE VARIOUS DISC_IJNE|
,_U..ONG WITH CON_Ut.TANTil FROM GO'_EP_MENT N_O
UN_ER_rr IEB
DESCRIPTION:
• NOZZLE DESIGN ME'n4oDoLOGY
DEVELOP A TESTING ANO CORRELATIVE ANALY818
PHILC)_OPHY WHICH CAN BE USED TO VERIFY AN
IMPROVED DESIGN/ANALYSIS METI._
EVALUATE NEW MATERIALS (E.G., PAN, BRAJO,
LFP,PA_ ANO NOVEL DESR]NS
- INCITE PORE PRESSURE DRIVEN ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY AND DEVELOP REQUIRED
MATERLAL PFtOPERTII_
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- Cu_q[k"r 80A _RUCTURAL A.NALYSES
DESK_v_-D JUST TO MEET MINIMUM CONTRACT
REOUtREMENTS AND OOk_T P_.ALLY IMPACT OF_IGN
DEr._S_O_m
- NEE_ EX.IT TO VI[PJFY ANALV_SB FIESULTI
- 8ENSnlV1TY TO t_TERML AND PI:ICCEIkl PA_ S
P_OI_.V UNDERBTOOO. _EL[CTINO NEW MA'/'Lel_AL_ FOR
_ I_O_LE_ IS RISk'Y.
- THE POTEKTtAL OF NEW blATEP_AI._ IS COGTLY TO
OETERkSNE _.;,q£ENING k_v'rHO,D6 ARE tNADEOUATE.
- AFFECTt IqE_. FABP_ATk_N CO_T, MATERIAL
8ELE_, PROOUCT_N BrlrlCIENCY, C0_1'.
• SYSTEU _TION_:
- ALLS_dABLATNE MO2ZLE_(RSRU. ASRU, AL_.I4UI, ETC.)
• BENEFTrll AND PAYOFF;
• THIS I_ KEV TO IMPTtOVED REUABKJTY, OPTIMI_ DF_O_.
PF_R MATERIAL I_LECT_N. ENABUm IMP_ON_O
PROI_eJ_,I_MUTY, WEigHT MINIMIZATION. LOWFJt FA,_MItlCA'T'_(_J
CO_lr.
MILESTONES AND RESO4JRCES REOUIREMEH13:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• _rLo p A SF..RII_; ¢_ M_U.OG TEST_ WHERE EACH TEST
_, pumcuc_ p,vs_au. _F._ U.C(_ KNOW.
INCREIdENTALLV
• _qALV_I_Ic OF ANALOGS &IHOULD BE/TE RATIVE V_fiTH UPOATEI OF
THE A._MPTION_ A_D APPRIOACH UNTIL _ CO_tLr_TION
IS OET_NED
• ID_VE1.OP SEN_i'TI_rrY DATA THROUGH EX'rEN_,rVE P_t.ME'_
IITUO_E_ IDENTIFY U_EFUL THEO_:tE"T IC,AL DESCFU PTIONS OF
TRENOe.
• UT1UZE _ I:_ 000( COMPAT_ILfflEll
• EXTEND MOOEUNG MET_ TO NEW NO_LE CONCEPT|
• CONDUCT I_TERAC11VIE PROOP, Ak_ BETWEEN
_TEP_t.._TF..ST/AN,t,LY'SI_ FOR DESIGN E'VO(.UTtON
• OOCUM EWT MA_ _ ANO COO( INPUT OATA _AS(
• C.,_Lq_"TER_E PO_E PgE.qSU_IE _ IXRO_RT_S FOR
• VE.NFY A&&LY_S WITN HIGHLY IN_TRUUENTED SUIFSC.ALE
MOTOR FI_.
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
, LIOHT'WEIOHT.LOWTOROUE FLEX BE/_ING
DESIGN.MATERIALSAND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENTFLEXSEALSARE Pf_O,CE._ SENSITIVE
NOT OPTIMIZED FOR PERFORMANC_ (WEIGHT,
TonouE)
NEW ELASTOMERAND SHIM MATERIALSAND
F'I..EXSEALDESIGN CONCEPTS ARE AVAILABLETO
OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCEAND REDUCE VARLA.BILITY
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:




• REDUCEDSYSTEM W_IGI-ITYIELDS INCREASED
PAYLOADCAPABILITYAND LOWERCOST TO ORBIT
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEFINE REQUIREMENTS













BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- ENVIRONMENTALREGULATIONLIMIT USE OF
VAPOR DE-GREASERS
- OTHER SOLVENTSYSTPMS HAVE SAFETY AND
EFFICIENCY L._SUES














STRENGTH AND MANUFACTURABILITYIN STUOY
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• CORRELATION OF CHEMICAL PROPERTIES TO
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR CRITICAL
MATERtAL$
- STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES
• FLEX_EAL ELASTOMERS ABLATIVE COMI_ITES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECEWING INSPECTION
AND MATERIAL PERFORMANCE IS UN_UANTIFIED
- MATERLAL vARIATIONS HAVE DETRIMENTAL.
UNDOCUMENTED EFFECTS ON COMPONENT
PERFORMANCE
- FAILURE INVESTIGATIONS UNABLE TO GATHER
NEEDED DATA FROM AFTER THE FACT EFFORTS
• SYSTEM APPL)CATION:
- ALL SRM SYSTEMS
, BENEFIT OR PAYOFF
- B_PROVED RELU_BI.rw
- REDUCED FABRICATION CO_TS
MILESTONES AND REC,_)URCES REQUIREMEN'_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CHARACTERIZE CRITICAL MATERIALS. N_HESIVES.
ABLATIVES, N0771E ELASTOMERS
• DETERMINE OPTIMUM METHO0 OF INSTRUMENTAL
ANALYSIS
• PERFOFIM DESIGNED EXPERIMENT TO CORRELATE
ANALYSIS TO MATERU_L PERFORMANCE
CI-_TERISTIO8
• ESTABLISH STATISTICAL DATA BASE FOR EACH
CRITICAL MATERIAL
DESCRIPTION:
• LOW COST ABLATI_ NOZ2LE MATERLAL$ AND
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT




- LiFE CY_ C08TDEFINITION/ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENT SYSTEMS EMPLOY EXPENSIVE RAW
MATERIALS WHICH REQURE COMPLEX
PROCESSES
- COST AND RELIABILITY ARE DRNER$ FOR NEW
LAUNCH SYSTEMS
NEW MATERIALS AND I:_SSES ARE REQUIRED
TO MEET REDUCED C06T GOALS
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
FUTURE SYSTEMS UPGRADES INCLUDING RSRM,
ASRM, TITAN AND NLS
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF:
REDUCED COST
- INCREASED REUABI.ITY
MILES'rONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMEN'rS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEFINE MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
• ENGINEER MATERIALS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO
REDUCED C06T
• EVALUATE CANDIDATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS
- LOW COST FIBERS




SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• DESIGN GUIDE FOR NOZZLE STRUCTUR/¢
ADHESIVE SELECTION
• RECOMMENDED SELECTK)N TEAM $1TIUCTURE
• RECOMMENDED 9ELECTION PARAMETER8
- SCREENING TEST METHOD8
• OPTIMIZATION
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFIC_NCIE$
• "EXPERT" OPINION USED IN THE PAST TO SELECT
ADHESIVES, NO OPTIM IZATK3N PROC_
- REQUIREMENT FOR $IMP,.ARIT'Y TO PREVIOUS
APPLICATIONS LIMIT CHOICE OF MATERLkLS
IMPORTANT SELECTION CRITERLA ARE NEGLECTED
IN DECISION PROCES_
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- ALL NEW SRM NOZ21.ES
- ADHESIVE REPLN_MENT8
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF




• APPLY CONCURRENT TEAMS TO SELECTION
PRO(_S$
• USE ANALYSIS CODES IN PRELIMINARY SELECTION
PHASE TO ESTABLISH PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS
• DOCUMENT ACTUAL SELECTION PROCESS IN A
DESK_N GUIDE
DESCRIPTION:
• CARBON-CARBON CHARACTER__AT]ON AND
MiCROCHEM ICAL MODELING
• DATA FOR ADVANCED MOOELING (20,"30)
. EFFECT8 OF DEFECTSIACC.EFTANCE CRrI'E]q_
• MATERIALS DATA BASE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES
- ASRM WE REJECTED IN PART DUE TO NEGATIVE
MARGINS
- TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT EXIST TO UTILIZE AND
DESIGN 30 CC ITE AND OTHER CARBON-CARBON
STRUCTURE8
- ANALYSIS INCONSISTENT WITH EXPERIENCE
- DATA BASE DOES NOT EXIST FOR DESIGN
pARTC¢ 20_OOR
- ENABLING TECHNOLOGY, IMPROVED RE'_IABLITY
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- SRM SYSTEMS WHICH USE CAR_
COMPONENTS
• NASP ANO O'I'V
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF
- IMPROVED RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
* ffERATNE ANALYSIS/TEST PROGRAM FOR
IMPROVED PREDICTION CAPABILITY
• PFIOGRAM FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF E]:FECT$
OF DEFECTS, AND RELATIONSHIP TO NOE
• DEVELOPMENT OF A PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL AND
THERMAL PROPERTIES DATA BASE
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REOUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• EROSION MODELING O_ NO771E MATERIALB
- pARTICLE EROSION: MECHANICAL AND
CHEM K_/¢ UECHN_M8
• PARTICLE RADIATION: DATA AND blOOEI..q ARE
LACKINO
• CHEMICAL REACTIONS AT SURFACE:
EOUILIBRIUM OR KINETIC:ALLY OONTROLLE_
- SURFACE CONVECTN_ BOUNDARY OOHOITION:
TURBULENT, RO_ALL REGIME
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OEFK31ENCIES
SURFACE CANNOT BE PREDICTED wl"n-I
ACCURACY WITHOUT RESORT TO EMPIRICALLY
DETERMINED ADJUSTMENT FACTORS:
DEMONSTRATED IN FIRING AND FLIGHT
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
ALL SRM SYSTEMS. PARTICULARLY NLS BOOSTERS
• BENEFIT OR PAYC_F
MORE ACCURATE PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE
AND INSIGHT INTO MATERIAL IMPROV'EMENTB.
RESULTING IN IMPROVED RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDEDA_IONS:
• CONSTRUCT AND CONDUCT EXPERIMENTS TO
EXPLORE:
• PARTICLE IMPACT ON CHARRING ABLATIVES
RADIATION HEAT LOAD AT SURFACE
- CHAR-GAS CHEMISTRY
- CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
• LABORATORY, ARC-JET AND/OR GROUND TEST
• ANALYZE DATA AND CONSTRUCT MODELS
• VALIDATE MODEL8 THROUGH ANALOG AN0_
PREDICTIONS OF OROUND FIRII_
• DISSEMINATE COMPUTER CODE MODULES
DESCRIPTION:
• ¢o_rrrru'nv= ,,¢,ee._ _c.,Aus_ c_n'=_ J,_
N(_IINIIJLATOlU
- _ R.I_ IF.ANNe EUIITCMENC I_TIPlIN.
- DEVII.OP OONB"/llUllV[Rm..ATIONIB_ _ IKARINa
ILAI_
• DETAINITR_ 114PROPERTIESFORABaJE_VI_B
DEVICDP FNLUI_ ¢,NTI_ FO_ADHESNESU_IEDINNCaIJ[
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OEFtC:IENC.IEI
III.IE_| III OURRBCJrLYNOUN_y AC_..IBPT_DA_
ll_ INGTNEIITRU_ RI_ OF NOZ_ I1_
IIO1,_A.NkLYIIBI_ Tt4EI1_ ASA¢GN1'1_ m
J_. OI').elDISM3Om.TNEION r, 14ES_q11.4r_ la B,IO¢I1
THE_E II OUI_I_I.Y NOUNWERSALLyACCE_rlD FAILURE
¢NTERI4 R)R NOZ_ II_l
• 1TU_EII At.ACXOlr kMTERL4Li_ROpB_l[:llTOI_iq_ T
_O _ _T'dTM[ MOOB.IANDFALUREG_m[l_
A_[_NI_ USEDINNOZ2_ IIONOUH_
lll.4E]_lrII NOUNIVE_IALLYAOCI_F.D A,_ROAI:NFORMDOe.J_
NGZ_E R..I[XBEARI_& IN:_,EN_[_[ V,_UFJCTUR[I_ MDO!
THEI.ASTO_I_ MATE_L U_EDIN _ llEANNQI All ALINEAR
UNEA,qLYILAIT1_
• I1"11_E II ALA_ OF AVfdLAILI[14ATI_IN,.NE"$P(3NSEP_O_P_]_I'IE:8
TOllUPI,,ORlr_ D(_ITI_N'IE MOO_ FOR
B.NITOMBql t._lEOIN RJEXIIEARINGI
THEETIFT:NE8_[ 8 OFNO_[ _ IF._E AREO_IETqALLyMDT
WllJLPNEI_rlED. 1TileTNLIESTIFFNE3_OF A_ IIIEANII_ Ill




MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED AGTIONS:
• THE APPROPRIATE FORM OF T_ CONSTrrUTNE
RELATIONS FOR ADHESIVES USED AS NOZ2UE
BONOLINIES SHOULD BE DETERMINED THROUGH
EXPERIMENTNL METHO0 -e
• CONSTITUTW_ COEFFICIENTS FOR ADHESIVE
BONDLINES SHOULD BE DETERMINED
• A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF A FAILURE
CRITERIA FOR NOZZLE BONDLINES SHOULD BE
INVESTIGATED
• TESTING SHOULD BE CONDUCTED IN ORDER TO
BELECT THE APPROPRIATE FORM OF THE FAILURE
CRITERIA AND TO DETERMINE THE BTRENGTH
PARAMETERS FOR ADHE-_IVEB USED AS NOZZLE
BONDLINES
• (_STI'TUTNE RELATION8 FOR ELASTOMERIC
MATERIALS SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED
• TESTS 8HOULO BE CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE THE
APPROPRIATE FORM OF THE CONSTITUTIVE
RELATIONS AND TO DETERMINE THE CONSTITUTIVE
COEFFICIENTS FOR BONDLINES AND ELASTOMERIC
MATERIALS
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• L.A_E NOTi'L.E_ "C_N IT( ANDE_AC_IJPINSULATOI_
DEVELOPMENTANDCHARACTERIZATIQ_I
• IDEVEtjDPTHI[ TI_CHNOU_3Y REOIJ_ D TO _N, ANALY_7-.
CHA_ACTENZE AND PROCE_I8_ CAP4_O_-C_ 30 rTIE
WITH Oe'TtlLdUMP'It:IQ,P_RT_II
• MATF.IqAL,mCHAP_I_aLATION. Of_lON ANO ANALYlkl
• pROD,El4 UNO(PB/AN_NG ANDO4mnMIzA'rlC_
• 14_OOUCTVERFkCATIQN
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORII:
• DI[FICENCII_I.
- INAU._Y TO ACCURATELYAIUd.YZE 30 C-C _TIEP&kLII
- I_ TO EXPERIMENTALLYOffTkJNNOHORTHOOONAL
P_OpER'r lira
. P_qCX_SSlNGIP.,ALE-UPISSUESARE UNKNOWN
- IN_,PECTIQ_TECHNIQ(JE8 UWITEO;EFFECT_ OF DEFEC'I1
NOT UNOERSTOOO
• MATERIALSDATA _I.$E I_ UMITEO; NOOATA EXISTS ON NEW
FLBERSY'ST_S
• FAILUF_ CPJTERLA/_lr INSUFFICIENT
• 8YgTEM APPIJCATION
• FUTURE SRM SYB'TEE_AND UPGRADESTO OI_,i'TAL
TRANSFER VEH_LES WrTH I_D(JO, LIQUID OR NUCLEAR
PI:IO,PUt.,8_N
• I_NIrFIT ORPAYOFF
- IMPROVED ANALYTICALAND MATERIALTI_STINO
CAJ_AI_I.JT_SFO1qALL CJU_BON'.CAR_ON r1'E
• ADVANCED INSPECTION TI_N_JES AND RE'LIAB_UTY
A..q.SE_$MENTC_Fi_N_E




MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENT_:
• NONq_EGRADINQ THERMAL STRUCTURAL INSULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
RECOM MENDED ACTIONS:
T._e _ TAN C_X_ T_ nr:coU_N_D
• TMk_ 1 - MAT'IERU_CHARACTERIZATION, D£_I,_N AND ANA_Y_NI
. EXPLORATORY
• gTREN-_TRNN
- FAILUI_ _ Dk'VE_ENT
• CHARACTERIZATION,TEST ME'TlIOOOLOGYAND DATA
._ENERATION
• TASK2. P_IOCE_S UNDEF_TANDINO AND OPTIMIZATION
• CoN_rrn•UENTMATER/A)_AND PflOCE_ OEVELOP_NT
. pFIOC,_k_,MODE1.D_r'VIE_NT ANDVI[FUFICATION
• PFIOCESS,'PROPERTY8Ek_r'IVITY ANALY'S_
• TASK$ - I_=£)DLICTVI[RIFICATION
- ACCF..J_A/4CE_ DEYELOPMENT
- NO( TECHNIQUEANO AOVANC_MENT
- F..FFEGTIIOF DF.FECTII DHARACTEFgZAI'ION
DESCRIPTION:
• PROPELLANT AND BONDLINE MATERIAL AND
PROCESS VARIABILITY REDUCTION
• INSULATION, LINER, ADHESIVe, ANO
PROPELLANT VARIABIt.ITY DETERM_'U_TION
- PI:IOCIES_ CONTROL AND MONITORING
- TOM PHILOJ_OPHY: INTERACTION WITN
MATERIAL SUPPLIERS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- IMPACT OF RAW MATERIAL VARIABILITY ANO
NON_ONFORMING MATERIALS ON BOND
STRENGTH AND PROCESSES 15 NOT FULLY KNOWN
- LACK OF QUANTFICATION OF _S_,
VARIABLES ON CRITICAL PROPERTIES
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL CURRENT AND PROJECTED _OLID ROCKET
MOTOR8
• SENEFIT_PAYOFFS:
REDUCED MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY
WILL LEAD TO IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND
REDUCED FABRICATION COST
MILE_rONES AND RESO¢IRCF.S REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY CRITICAL MATERUtJ.S AND ACCEPTANCE
TESTS WITH SUPPLIER INTEF:U_TION
• CONDUCT STATISTICAL TESTS TO DEFINE DEGREE
OF VARIABILITY OF COMPONENTS PROPERTIES AND
EFFECT ON BONDLINE STRENGTH AND PROCESSES
• DEVELOP A CRADLE-TO-ORAVE ANALYTICAL
PROCESSING MOOEL TO CONTROL AND MONITOR
TO A STATE (i.E. DEGREE OF CURE) NOT TIM_
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE. ETC,
• ESTABLISHED _-OO CRITERIA
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIP'I1ON:
• ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST TECHNOLOGY FOA
PnOPEt.U_T _ _K)NOUNE CO_Slll_T_
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
- DEVELOP STANOARDIZED TEST TECHNIQUES
- EVALUATE PROPELLANTJSONDLINE RESPONSE
• DEVELOP MODELS AND INCORPORATE INTO
STRUCTURAL COOE8 TO DETERMINE BrFECT
ON DESIQN MA.qGINS OF 8AF'ETWS_TURAL
INTE_ITY
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• CURRENT TEST DATA TYPICALLy USED IN
ANALYSES INADEQUATE TO DESCRIBE
PROPELLANT AND 8ONDLINE BEHAVIOR UNDER
ACTUAL LOADINO CONDITIONS
- MOOELS AND CONSTITUTIVE THEORY
DEVELOPMENT LIMITED BY _Ae, ILITY TO MEA.SURE
PROPELLANT,'gONDLINE BEHAVIOR UNDER REAL
LOADING CONDITIONS
- MLIt,TI-AXIAL AND UICROSTRLJCTURAL TEST
TECHNOLOGY CURRENTLY AVAtLABLE TOO
COSTLY TO BE PRACTICAL
• SYSTEM kPPLICATIONS:
• ALL SOLIO ROCKET MOTORS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
HIGHER RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED &CTIONS:
• SURVEY LrTERATURE FOR CURRENT MULTI-AXIAL
AND MICROSmUcI"_AL TEST TECHNICS
• DEVELOP LOW COST TEST TECHNIQUE9 FOR
MULTI-AXIAL PROPELLANT,_ONDLINE
CHARACTERIZATION
• DEVELOP TEST TECHNIQUES TO EXAMINE MICRO-
AND MACROSTRUCTURAL _HAVIQR UNDER
ACTUAL MOTOR STRESS/THERMAL CONDITIONS
• DEVELOP MCOELS,_DONSTITUTNE THEORY TO
DESCRIBE MULTI-AXIAL AND MK::AOSTRUC_L
PROPELLANT BEHAVIOR
• COMPARE PREDICTED THEORETICAL BEHAV1OR
Wm-I DATA COVERINO A BROAD RANGE OF
MEASURED BEHAVIOR
• INCORPORATE MOOEL,._TITUTIVE THEORY
INTO STRUCTURAL ANALYSk_
fYt N i::_qslUp"rI._'ln_l t"_lP.,_.
DE._K;RIPTION:
• _U_,LYTIOALLY DRIVEN TEST TECHNOLOOY
- INSULATION, LINER, ADHESNE, AND
PROPELLANT VARIABILITY DETERMINATION
- P_ CONTROL AND MONITORING
- TOM PHILOSOPHY: INTERACTION WITH
MATERIAL _LERS
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMEN'I'_,:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEFICIENC_S:
- IMPACT OF RAW MATERiAl. VARIABILITY AND
NON-CONFORMING MATERIALS ON BOND
STRENGTH AND PROCESSES IS NOT FULLY KNOWN
- LACK OF QUANTIFICATION OF PROCE_
VARIABLES ON CRITICAL PROPERTIES
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL C_JRRENT AND PROJECTED SOLID ROCKET
MOTOR8
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY
WKJ. LEAD TO IMPROVED RLL'I.IABILITY AND
REDUCED FABRICATION C_T
• IDENTIFY CRITICAL MATERIALS AND ACCEPTANCE
TESTS WITH SUPPLIER INTERACTION
• CONDUCT STATISTICAL TESTS TO DEFINE DEGREE
OF VARIABILITY OF COMPONENTS PROPERTIES AND
EFFECT ON BONDLINE STRENGTH AND PROCESSES
• DEVELOP A CRADLE-TO-GRAVE ANALYTICAL
PROCESSING MODEL TO CONTROL AND MONITOR
TO A STATE (I.E. DEGREE OF CURE} NOT TIME,
TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE. ETC.
• ESTABLISHED GCvNO-OO CRITERIA
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SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• 8ONOLINE DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILITY
- ASSURE ACCESSIBILITY FOR NDI BY
- MOOIFY_O EXISTING DESIGNS
- ADAPTING EXtST1NG NDE ME'rl-IOOOLOGIES
- USING EMBEDOED SMART SENSORS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DE FICIENCIES:
• CURRENT BONDLINE DESIGN iS BASED ON
PERFORMANCE w COST AND SAFETY v_ DESIGN
MARGINS WiTH MINIMAL CONSIDERATK)N GIVEN
TO THE ABILITY TO VERIFY BONDLINE INTEGRITY
PRIOR TO LAUNCH
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL SOLIO ROCKET MOTORS
• 8ENEFIT_AYOFF$:
- IMPROVED RELIABILITY O_ BONDLINE SYSTEMS
- REDUCED MAINTENANC_E COST
- COST SAVING8 THROUGH THE REDUCTION OF
MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD
. _NFORMATION _NERAT'E_ WILL HELP MNONO
FUTURE SRM= MORE REPROOUCIBLE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY UNINSP'ECTABLE, UNINSPECTED AND
UNDER INSPECTED AREAS
• ASSESS STATE.OF-THE-ART NOE AND MODIFY AS
NEEDED TO EVALUATE CRITICAL ANO
DIFFICULT.TO.INSPECT REOI_
• DEVE LOP/INT'EGRATE NEW NDE/NDC MOOALITIE $
INCLUDING SMART MATERtAL SENSORS
• MOOIFY EX_.TING DESIGNS FOR INCORPORATION
OF NDI INSTRUMENTATION
• DEMONSTRATE INSPECTABILITY IMPROVEMENTS
WCn4 DES_3N CHANGE8
DESCRIPTION:
• BONDLINE STRUCTURAL AND HEALTH MONITORING
M ETH(XX×OGIE8
- IN-SlTU EVALUA11ON OF BONDt.INE STRENGTH
- BOI'CCINE DESIGN METHOOOLOGIES
• TRANSOUG_R DEVELOPMENT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OEFICENCIIglI:
• ACf_ HEALTHMOk_ORING TECH NIOUF.JFOR SlRM=ARE
CURqFJ_rn.YNO_dE_6'I"I01_
- CONTINUED MONITORINGOF AN _ WILL ALLOWA MORE
ACCURATE _N OF IIkMrETyDET_NAllON D_E TO
BETTERUNDERITANDING OF TEMPERATURE. HUMIDITY,
3TREM AND8TPJEN_14
- 0ETECIION MET)'IOCeCAN mC4,.gOECONTACT,
I_CoIcrAC:T, EMBEDOEDTECHNK_,UEB,OR BE
INCO,_eORATEDI_TO THE _TE.RU4L US,BD
. IITEIB=3TRESS GRA[_ENTS IN LARGE SRI_ REOUmE
lITl_l_l, GAGES THAN CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
• lITPE.Sl TRAN_DUCE.II:B_ NE EDf..DTO MEA.SUREIIOTH
N,ORI/a¢ M4O SHEARIITRE_






- _ TECHNOLOQY WILL I_IOOUCE 1IrON,OViD
UNOEP_TANDING OF BONDUN[ AGING, THEREBY
S*e_ REL.I_UTY
MILESTONES AND REgO4JRCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY CANDIDATE TECttNIQUES, DETECTION
METHOOS AND TRANSDUCERS (1)
, DEVELOP VIABLE MINIATURIZED TRANSDUCERS (1)
• VALIDATE TRANSDUCF_R8 ON ANALOG MOTORS (1)





• BONDLINE CONTAMINATION BTUOIES
- IOENTFY 80URCESOF CONTAMINATION AND
THEIR AFFECT ON BOND STRENGTH
- DETECTION OF CONTAMINATION DURING THE
MANUFACt_JRINO OPE RAlqON
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• CONTAMINATION IDENTIFIED AS THE NUMBER ONE
CRITICAL PROCESS PARAMETER TO CONTROL AND
IMPROVE RELIABILITY
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL CURRENT AND PROJECTED SOLID ROCKET
MOTORS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- IMPROVED PRCX_ESSCONTROL WII.L LEAD TO
IMPROVED RELIABILffY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOM MENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIF_f TECHNIQUES TO DETECT CONTAMINANTS
ON METAL AND NON-METAL-q
• ESTABLISH PROTOCOL FOR CONTROLLED
LABORATORY CONTAMINATION BTUDIEB
• DETERMINE SENSITIVITY OF CONTAMINATION ON
BOND STRENGTH AND CORRELATE WITH DETECTOR
TECHNIQUES
• DEVELOP METI-IOOOLOOY TO IMPLEMENT
DETECTOR TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCTION WITH
OO_ CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION:
• PROPELLANT ANO BONDLINE FAILURE GRITERIA
BOTH FLAWED AND UNFLAWIED MATERIALS
BROAD RANGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND
MECHANICAL LOADINGS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTOR9:
MILESTONES AND REgOURCES REOUIREMENlI:
• DEFICIENCIEB:
CURRENT FAILURE CRITERIA IX) NOT ACCURATELY
PREDICT FAILURES IN PROPEU.ANTS AND
BONDLINE8; THIS CAU_EB LOW RELIABILITY AND
LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN STRUCTURAL MARGINS
- A SAT_FACTORY FRACTURE MECHANICS THEORY
DOES NOT EXIST _ BONDLINE$
MANUFACTURING DEFECTS
- ANALYSIS AND TEST TECHNIQUES MUST BE
DEVELOPED TO DETERMINE TNE STRENOTN OF
UNFLAWED MATERIALS AND _ FRACTURE








• IOE_ VIABLE FAILURE CRITERIA AND
FRACTURE MECHANICS APPROACHEB (1)
• I:_LOP THEORIES FOR FAILURE AND
FRACTURE, AND MOOEL FITTINO TECHNIQUES (1)
• PLAN AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO 'nEST
FAILURE THEORIE8 (2)
• MANUFACTURE MATERIAL SAMPLES AND
CONDUCT TESTS (2)
• REFINF.JMODFY THEORY BASED ON TEST RESULTS (1)
• VALIOATE THEORY USING ANALOG MOTOR
DESIGNED FOR PROPELULNT AND 80NDLINE
FAILURE (1)
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• EFFECTS OFDEFECTS FOR SONDLINES
BACKOROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DEF)C:IENCIE$:
- IN CURRENT BONOCINEDESIGN, kO_K)WLEDOEOF
SHEAR AND TENSILESmENGTH, SHEAR AND
TENSILE STIFFNESS, AND CHEMICALMIGRATION18
NOT PROPERLY UNDERSTOOD
- FAII.URE CRfTERIAARE NOTV_L UNDERSTO(X)
FOR SYSTEMSWITH DEBONDSJFLAW$
SONDUNES IN CURRENT SYSTEMS HAVE REOION$
THAT ARE UNINSPECTABLE,OR WHERETHE SI2_
OF ACRITICAL DEFECT IS SMALLERTHAN THE
RESOLUTIONOF NOE METHODS
• SYSTEM 4PPLICATIDNS:
- ALL80LID ROcKEr MOTOR SYSTEM8
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS
- IMPROVED RELIABILITYOic MOTORSYSTEM9 N_O
IMPROVED UNDERSTANDINGOF THE CRITICAL
PERFORMANCEPARAMETERS NECESSARYTO
DEFINE SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACCEPTANCECRITERIA
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN13:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY CAUSES OF REAL BON0_INE DEFECTS (1)
DEVELOP MATTa,EMATICAL MOOEI.SWHICH
SIMULATE REAL BOND BEHAVIOR (2)
DEVELOPMENT OF MANUFACTURING PROTOCOL
AND FABRICATIONOF SPECIMEN8 (2)"
AC_JISrTK)N AND OORR_LAllON OF
NON-DESTRUCTIVE CHARACTERIZATION (NOC) AND
MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON DEFECT SAMPLES (3)




DEFINE METHODOLOGY TO CONSiDEJ:IDEFECTS
DURING DESIGN PROCESS (4)
VERIFY UTILIZING ANALOG MOTOR8 (6)
DESCRIPTION:






BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENT SOLID PROPELLANTSPRESENT
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN111:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• SURVEY EXISTING TECHN(XOOY AND CONDUCT
FURTHER RESEARCHTO ADDRESS DEFICiENCiES
ENVIRONMENTALRISKS AND LIABILITIE9
- LOW HCLFO_TIONS AVAILABLEIX) NOT
MEET PERFOP_ OR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
OF SYSTEM NEED8
SYSTEMAPPLICATIONS:
- ALLSOUD ROCKET MOTORS






• SELECT MO_T PROMISING FORMULATIONS
• DEMONSTRATE PERFORMANCE




• PROCESS DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION
• PATHFLNOERANDFUI.L-SCALE DEMONSTRATION
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BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:




• ALLCURRENT AND PROJECTED9OLID ROCKET
MOTORS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS
- IMPROVED_NDINQ PROCEDURES WILLIMPROVIE
RELiABiLITYAND REDUCECO6T
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENll:
RECOMMENDED ACTION_:
• DEFINE CURRENT REPAIR/REWORKPROQ_DURE$
ANOCRITICAL PROCESSPARAMETERS






- VARIATIONSIN MECHANICALPROPERTIES OF
PROPELLANTNEED TOBE EVALUA_
. DAMAGE, e.g., INTERNALCRACX GROWTHAND
MICRIOVOIOSFORMATION NEEDTO BE
CHARACTERIZED
BACKOROUND & RELATED FAC'rORtI:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CHANGES iN PROPERTIESDUE TO AGING
CONDfTIONSARE NOT Ft,,K,J.YKNOV_I







MILESTONES AND RESOURCF.S REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONI:
• E_I'ABLISH _I..ATION8 BETWEEN NDE
PARAMETERS AND MATERIALSPROPFRTIES
• ESTABLISHEFFECTS OF DEFECTS
• PO0 STATISTICS FOR QUANTITATIVENOC
• PREDICT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITYFOR QNDE
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SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• BONDLINE AND PI::kOP_LI.J_T AGII'_K3
- ESTABLISH METHOD8 TO MEASURE AND
CORRELATE AOE-RELATED _$ TO
PROPERTME$
• DETERMINE AFFECTS OF AGING ON FLI(_-Fr
PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
. LIMITED CORRELATION AND UNDERSTANDING OF
AGING EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF
PROPELLANTS AND BONDLINES IN EARTH
ENVIRONMENTS
NO DATA EXISTS SHC_VING AGING EFFECTS ON
PROPELLANTS AND BONDLINE$ IN THE
NEAR.EARTH 9P/_E ENVIRONMENT
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:




MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTg:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY ALL SK_FICANT AGE-RB.ATED SOURCES
OF CHANGE TO CRITICAL PROPERTIES
• IDENTIFY COMPONENT INTERACTION AGING
MECHANISMS
• CONDUCT EXPERIMENT8 TO MEASURE CHANGES TO
CRITICAL PROPERTIES IN _ STORAGE/DEPLOYMENT
ENVIRONMENT8
• DEVELOP AGING MODEL THAT ACCOUNTS FOR
AGE-RELATED CHANGES
• INCORPORATE MODELS INTO APPROPRIATE CODE9
DESCRIPTION:
• THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER (TPE) INgULATOR
FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY AND BONDLINE
CHARACTERIZATION FOR LARGE MOTORS
- DEVELOP NEW INSULATOR TECHNOLOGY FOR
IMPROVED REt.IABUW AND REDUCED
MILE_rONE$ AND RESOURCE8 REOUIREMENlI:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
THIn PROO_ WOULD OevtU_ _,_=UCATIO_ TrcH.ocoov eo_
APPLYINGTF_ IklSUL.AT_ONIATHIOH RAT'FJ TO 500LBS/HR IN A
¢ON_ _NI_L IN PC_Ol"tOIETHI TE_NOLOGY OOULD lIE
USED IN CONJUNCTIONWffH THE 8PRAY 11ECHNO_Y (LO_31N
DE'V)_IC,H .OOULDPROVIDEPFEP.4S._ONI_ICKNF._# CONTROLAND
F'OeSlBLE,t,_IESION ADVANTAOIgl
BACKOROUND & RELAll_D FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• AT PRESENT. THERE B NO TECHNOLOGY
OEVELOPED OR UNDER DEVELOPMENT TO
FABRICATE LARGE TPE INSULATORS (>3000 LIN)
REOUIRED BY THE LARGEST SOLE) MOTORS.
ALSO 8EI"rER UNDERSTANDING OF LWERLE_,
ADHESIVE FREE BONDING iS NEEDED
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL LARGE Slim SYSTEMS AND LARGE ETO
BOOSTERS
• BENEFITS,'PAYOGFS:
- ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE USE OF LOW
COST, ASBESTOS FREE TPE INSULATIONS IN
LARGE 80(.10 _ MOTOR8
• IMPROVED R_LL_BILrTY
- SK_NFICAN'I_Y REDUCED COST
- REDUCES OR I:IlMINATE$ ENVIRONMENTAL RISK8
- EXTE]',R_O LIFE OF THE MOTOR
THE R&D EFFORT¢ONS_Ill OF S MAJORT_II_II:
• Ik'_TION OFCURRENT TECHI_Y FOR FORMINO
LkqoE _PUt4rrlC _I"RUCTURE8
- DES_G_qORMOOWY EOUPt,tENT INCLUDING AI_1_,_
CONTRO_.ED DE'L_ HEAD TO DEUVER THE TPE
INSULA130_TO 11_ECASE OF IdANDI_
- FA&°dCATEAND TEST _ IdOTORINSULATORS
DEMONSTRATINGTHE EOUIPMENT AND P'I_C:E_ TO OeT/UN
RELJAINtJ'rYANDCC4T DATA
• OE]_RATE PEII_O_I_4NCE IN A _ MATEP_
L_/,_LUATIONMOTOR
- TI_ I_R.ATION IION(XJNE CHARACTE_ZATION AND
ANAL_Sm
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DUE TO COMPLEXITYOF THE SYSTEM, POOR
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENt:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ADVANCED BONDINGCONCEPTS FOR CLASS1.3
PROPELLANTS USED FOR SPACELAUNCH
APPLICATIONS WOULDBE DEMONSTRATED








• REDUCEDFABRICATIONCO6TS AND TIME
• TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATESTHE USE OF I)OLVENT8
AND REDUCESENVIRONMENTALRISK
BONDING ADDITIVESARE INCORPORATED INTO








• LOW COST INSULATX_ PERFORMANCE
METHOOOLCOYAND CORRELATIONWiTH MOTOR
PERFORMANCE
- LOW COST iNSULATIONPERFORMANCETESTS
FOR IMPROVEDQC ANDRELIABILITY
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- PERFORMANCEOF THE INSULATORIS CRITICAL
YET NO DIRECT MET)-KX)OF ASSESSING THE
ABLATIVEPERFORMANCEOF EACH LOT IS
AVAILABLE
- THE METHODOLOGYWOUt.DALSO BEUSEFUL IN
OPTIMIZING NEW INSULATIONMATERIALS
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:






MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTIi:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• THIS PROGRAM WOULDDEVELOPTHE THEORY,TEST
AND CORRELATION NECES_U:W TO PREDICT
PERFORMANCE OF INSULATIONMATERIALSIN FULL
SCALE MOTORS FORMDATA FROMA SET OF
INEXPENSNE LABORATORYTESTS
• A FOUR TASKPROGRAMIS RECOMMENDED:




• CORRELATION OFTEST RESULTSWI'_I MOTOR
TEST RESULTS AND REFINEMENTOF THEORY







DEVELOPING IMPROVED FIBERSFOR INTERNAL
INSULATION8
- DEVELOP TECHNOLOGYFOR IMPROVED
NON-ASBESTOS INSULATIONFOR IMPROVED
RELIABILITYAND REDUCEDCOeT8
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DERCIENCIE8:
- CURRENTLY FIBEFISARE RECXJIRED FORABLATIVE
PERFORMANCE IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
INSULATIONSBUTTHE _ ABEIEST06FIBERS IN
STATE_F-]T4E-ART INSUU_TIONSTODAY LIMIT
STRAIN CAPABILITYOFTHE MATERIALSMUCH
MORE THAN ABBESTO6 FIBERS










- INCREASE RELIABILITYBECAUSE OF INCREABED
MECHANICALPROPERTIESAND HIGHER
TEMPERATURE CAPASlUTIr_
MILESTONE8 AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEI'rlll:
REOOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• THIS PROGRAM WOULD DEVELOP ALTERNMNE$ TO
THE CURRENTLY L/SEO OROANIC FIBERS PROVIDING
TECHNOi.OGY TO 81ONIF_u_n..Y IMPROVESTRAIN
CAPABILITYANO REOUCE O06T OF ADVANCED
INSULATION IklkTERUU.Ji
• THE PROGRAM WOULD CONSIST OF 4 TASI(8:
• LITERATURE ANO INDUSTRY SEARCHTO FiND
NEW/OR PROMISING FIBERS AND TECHNOLOGY
• FORMULATION OF NEW INSULATIONS
INCORPORATING THE NEW FIBERS ANDK)R
TECHNOLOGY
• 8UBSCALE EVALUATION OF THE ABLATIVE
PERFORMANCE OF "n4ENEW INSULATIONS
- LARGE SCALEEVALUATION (NASATEST MOTOF_OF
THE NEW INSULATIONS
DESCRIPTION:




BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENT 8PRAYASLE TPS TECHNOLOGY





&_I.V_NT FREE PROCESSING TO
ENVIRONMENTALRISKS
. SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS:





• EASY. RELIABLE REPAIRABILITY
- INCREASE RELIABILITYBECAUSE OF INCREASED
MECHANICALPROPERTIESAND HK3HER
TEMPERATURECAPABIUTY
MILES"rONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENI_:
RECOMMENOED AOI"IONS:
• DEVELOPMENT OF 8PRAYABLE TPS MAT-d:IIALSUSING
THERMOPLASTIC OR THE BINDER FOR LOWDENSI'IrY
FILLERS _ MEET "IT,tERECUIREME]'qrI'SOF REDUCED
CO6T AND REDLK_EDENVIRONMENTALRISK
• TNE PROORAM WOULD CONSIST OF 4 TASKS:
- LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALSWITN
REQUIRED PROPERTIES
- SPRAY PROCESS 8ELECTION. MODFICATK)N AND
DEVELOPMENT
- OPTIM[ZAT_N OF MATERIALS.LARGE SCALE
MANUFAC'nJRINGAND SPRAY PROCESS
• CHAPJ_;TERIZATION OF SPRAYED "I_S UATERIALB,
BONOING. AND AGING
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• HYBRID ROCKETBOC_TER DEMONSTRATION
- DEVELOP (:X)DESAND EXPERIMENTALDATA
SASE FOR THE DESIGN OFLARGE HYBRIO
ROCKET MOTOR8
• DEMONSTRATE HYBRIDROCH_T MOTOR8 AT
BOOSTER TH_ LEVI_.S
(lS0K-I.SU b THRUSl_




- ELIMINATION OFEXPLOSIVE HAZARDSAND
EFFECTS OF DEFECTS tNCRACKSAND DEBONDS
• HYBRID ROCKETSCAN BE:
- THROTTLED
- SHUT DOWN
• THE COST OF HYBRI0 BOOSTERS IS ESTIMATED AT
TO 100%OF SRMsAND MUCH LOWERTHE LRB_
• HYBRIDS USE EXISTING TECHNOLOGY FOR
NOZZLE, _ LIOUID FEED SYSTEMS
• HIGHER lip THAN SOLIDSAND EQUAL TO THAT OF
LOXTHYDROCARBON
MILESTONE8 AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTII:
• TEST FACILITYCAPABLEOF:
- 1.SM-b THRUST
. $,600 Ib/_¢ LOXFLOW O 1200i_la
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
CODE DEVELOPMENTAND DATABASE AT 600-1b,




WHY AREN'T HYBRIDS OPERATIONAL?
• EARLY BOOSTER EMPHASIS WAS PLACED ON HIGH DENSITY IMPULSE
SYSTEMS, COST, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND RELIABILITY ISSUES WERE
OF LOW PRIORITY IN THE HEYDAY OF THE AMERICAN SPACE PROGRAM
• PRESENT AND FUTURE EMPHASIS IS ON COST, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS,
SAFETY AND OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
• OPERATIONAL SUCCESSES OF LARGE LIQUID ENGINES AND SRM
BOOSTERS FOR THE SHU1-RJ_ AND TITAN III CAUSED INTEREST/NEED IN
HYBRIDS TO WANE
• ALL THE 1960s AND 70s WORK IN HYBRIDS WAS DONE BY PRIMARILY LIQUID
OR SOLID PROPULSION COMPANIES WITHOUT A HIGH DEGREE OF SERIOUS
INTEREST
• "POLITICAL FACTORS APPEAR TO INTERFERE WITH TECHNICAL FACTORS." -
CULTURAL ISSUE
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THERMAL ANALYSIS APPLED TO FLEXSEAL AND
PHENOLIC MANDREL TOOL DEglON
• COMMON DEglON TOOL
• UNIFORM PART CUFIE8
• HIGH PAYg/iC,K IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION ON
ARM9 CONTRACT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORg:
• DEFICIENCIES::
• CURRENT TOOLING DESIGN CRtTERIA ARE ONLY
8TRE_-BASED
• NON-UNIFORM NEATTRANSFER CAN RESULT
- MATERIAL VARIATION DETRIMENTAL TO
PERFORMANCE
• 8YSTEMS APPt.ICATION$:
- ALL SRM CURE TOOLING
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED FABRICATION CO_T
- IMPROVED PROOUCTION TIME
MILESTONESAND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED &c'r_:
• IOENT1FY CRIT1CAL TOOLING AND IMPOSE THERMAL
ANALYSIS A5 A CONTRACT REQUIREMENT
• IMPLEMENT COMMON DESIGN TOOCS FOR BOTH




• A/£kLYSm AND TF.s"rlNG_#OW-HOW AND TOO(J Mt_IT BE
O/_EO TO GOVERNMENT J_MOIN_RY TO OIlTAJN
PgOPE.R BENE_ OF RED EXPEN_






• THERE lidA NE_ FOR ITANDARDQED TEBT1NGMETHOD8TO
IMPROVt THE F_.J_BlUTY AND CI_DIM,,a'TY OF DATA
• NEW MATERIALII HAVETE_T FIEOUIREM_NTI
• NEW ANALY1E_PIRDCEO4JRE8REO4JIREPEER
• I_ mrWINA/:_ HAVEBEEN SHOWN TO BE AN
EXCEtJ..ENTVEHICLE FORT ECHNO(.OG¥TRANSFER
- COMPUTEI_ AND CEHTRAUZED DATA&4.SESAPE





- II_D COMMIJNrTY/P.ULTURE,IMI_ P,EI..IABILJl'Y,
MORE EFFICIENT DESlGN/ANALYSlSAND COS'T llAVING
MILESTONESAND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN'rg:
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• CO_UCTA--UTAfWW_ND_:¢Kmo=c'r m_ _o,
• PA'FTF._ AFTER WLITARY _ t7 FOR OOMPO6rTI_
• BELLr.CTAMIUTARY IIpONtO_
• APPO_ ANO flNO AN _ COMMITTEE TO R.AN
JI,EklNAJI, 0 Vlg:IBEE(XX3UMENTATION OF HAND_ AND
MEET OU/_t'TI_LY
• APPOINT AND FUI_ A HANDeOOK I_TOR
• SPONSOR RO_BIN TEST ACTMTI_II
• HOLD 8EMINA.q$ TWIGE A Y-r.AR
• INVITE ANALYS4S,TEST AND OESlGN PEOPtJEFRO_ AU.
COMPANIES AND GK)V1E]qNMENTAGENC41_INVOLVI_) IN _OUD
ROO(ET N_ I_TEO RaO
• SE_-C'T, DE_¢ AND _ ACENTI_AUZED COMPUTER
DATA BASE FOR MATE_:_L F_O_TY OATA
• p,JBIJ_IHANINITIAL_,FcR_OFBOTHHARDWARIE ANDSOFTWARI
• UPOATE THE HANOeOOK ANNU/4.LY
• PROVIDE _ GUIDEUNEI TO _:W'I[_ PROJECTII
• IIPO_OR TI_IT METHO000CUMENTATION FOR PIKERREVIEW
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UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROVED COMBUSTION CHAMBERMATERIALS
- I_GENERATNELY COOLED
- RAO_ATI(_ COOLED
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS, F-G, HIGH
TEMPERATURES, HIGH STRAINS, LIMIT LIFE IN
CURRENT (SSME")COMBUSTIONCHAMBER
IMPROVED CONOUCTIVITY,HIGHER STRENOTH
WOULD EXTEND LIFE. LOWERLFE CYCLE COSTS
• MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT REQUIREDTOSLIPPORT
SMALLER THRUSTERS FOR LLINN:IAUU_ MISSIONS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REGUIREMF.N'II:
• SlME COMBUSTION C_IAMBER.(_tm6) (ENA_.I,_G)
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:











BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• HISTORICALLY, MATERIALSHAVE BEEN A LIMITING
FACTOR IN TU_UMP DEVELOPMENT
- LEE LIMITING IN SSME
- MATERIALS ANOPfIIOC_SSE$ LIMWINGDESIGN IN
STME TUP.8OPUMP8
• PI:_ I,SING MATERiA,LS EXIST, BUT OIEVELOPME]M'rTO
ENGINEERED MATERIAL8TA'[US USUALLYLAGS
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. ASA RESULT.
PERFOP.tMA/_ IS LIMITEOBYMATERIAL CAPABIL.I'TY
, COMPLACENCY PROBLEM- DESIGNERS BELIL:'VE
MATERIALS ANOPFI_SSES _ BE THERE
NEEDED
MILES'tONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• HYO_RE515TANT MAI_]_ IAL







• OXYGEN ANOCRYOGEN COMPATIBLEELA3TOMF.RS
• POWOERMETAL ALLOY_
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROVED NO;!21E MATERIALS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• IMPROV_D, MORE EFFICIENT NOZZ1.EFABRICATION
CONCEPTS REOUIRE MATERIALSwrn-I SUPERIOR
STRENGTH/WORKABLffY CHARACTERISTK_!
• PROJECTED DEEP SPACEMISSION._REQUIRE
LONGER LFE/I.IGHTER _IGHT NOZZLEDESIGN8
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CERAMIC/REFRACTORY COMPOSITE NO22LES
• HK3_4STRENGTH. HIGH ELONGATION SHEET
MATERIALS
• METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
• HIGH TEMPERATURE ELASTOME_IC SEALANTSAN0
AONESNES
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOP GLOBALMATERIALSAND PROCESSES DATA
BASE
MILESTONES AND RESOUROE REQUIREMENlI:
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DESIGN EFFORTS LIMITED BY LACKOF INFORMATION
ON MATERIALS ANOPROCESSE8
- INADEQUATECOLLECTION ANODISSEMINATIONOF
MATERIALS AM) PFKX_SSES DATA
- _IATE FORMOF DATA-NOTRESPONSN_
TO CONTEMPORARY ANALYSISMETII(X)S
• COMPANIES BECOME LOCX_D INTOFAMILIAR
MATERIAL8
RECOMMENDED ACllONS:
• NASA-WIDE MATERIALS OATA BASEWOP,K]NG(3qlOUP
- 8TME WORKING (3qOUP AB STARTING POINT
- CONSORTIUM FOR MATERIALS TES'I-INGTO FEED
DATA BASE
- STANDARDIZE TEST METHO08
- E,';O)ANOAJPOATEDATA REPORTING FORMAT
- F_T1JRE ME(::;HANIIC:S
- LOW/HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE
- ENV1RONMI_ITt4. F..FFi:CTS
- PROCESSING HISTORY. eeL.
• COMPUTERD'I: DATA BASEAND IMPROVE
ACCESSlBI.ITY
• DEVELOP AR'rlFICtAL INTELL_NCE FOR MATERIALS
AND PROCESS Si_ECTION
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
OESCRIPTION:
• LXYrrWE_T MXTER_S _W-LOF_ENT
(ST_CTU_L)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• REDUCED W£_HT LSA MAJOROESK_NOOAL
MILESTONES AND REgOURCF. REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ALUMInIUM.LITHIUM







• LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATIONMATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• EPA RESTRICTIONS DICTATE MAJOR CHANGES
IN CURRENT MATERIALFORMULATIONS
IIIILE_rrONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• _PA DRIVEN REQUIREMENTS) (ENABLING)
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:





• DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE FOR ST'MEANIO
IMPt:IOVEDSSME AMCC COI_IGURATIONS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• CANDIDATE ADVANCED MAiN COMBUSTION
CHAMBER (AMCC) CONFIGURATIONSFOIl STIAE
IMPftOVEO SSME ARELACKINGDEVELOPMENT
HARDWARE FOR:
- LeO (LIOUID INTERFACEDIFFUSION BONDINGI
- vPs(vkcu_R.ASUASPRY)
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
.HARDWARE
• HOT FIRE TEST
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:





MATERIALAND BOND JOINT EVALUAT'IONS
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOP A TRULY ONE SNOT CHAMBER AND NOZZLE
SUCH AS USED ON SOLIDENGINES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• ONE OF 114EMOST EXPENSIVE PARTSOF THE
ROCI_T ENGINE I_ THE THRUST CHAMBER AND
NOZZLE, USUALLYBECAUSE ITIS DESIGNEDFOR
10-20 USES NEEDED TO OJALIF'YAN ENGINE
SYSTEM. A TI:IULYEXPENDABLESYSTEM DESIGNED
FOR ONE FIRING COULD SIGNIFICANTLYREDUCE
CO6T OF AN ENG_E
MILES'TONES AND RESOURCE REOUIRF.MENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• BEGIN TESTING AND DESIGN COMPOSITE
CERAMIC I_fPE NOZZLE
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DIAGNOSTk?_O(_IC HEALTH MONffORING
SYSTEMS SUPPORT (COkmOI_IENT OUP.kBILr_
UOO_LS)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:




MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMEHTtI:







• R_OUCE FRICTION. GALLING, AND BINDING
P_OeLEMS IN PR_ SYSTEM COMPONENTS
VVI_ICHHAVE METAL TO METAL SLIDING SURFACES
(POPPETS, PISTONS. GUIDES)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• SLIOING METALSURFACES IN F LOW C_N'mOL
DEVICES SUCH AS VALVES ANO REGULATORS TEND
TO GAI.L .MID STR_






• INmAI_ OEVELOPMENT PRO(3qAM TO INVESTIGATE
THE PO_;SISLfrY OF USING CERAMIC MATERIALS
FOR COMPONENTPARTS TO ALLEVIATE THE




UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOP LIGHTW_IOH'r PROJECTILE SHIELDING FOR
BPAC;E PROPULSION SYSTEMS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• THE METEORITEP3PACE DEBRIS SHIELDING FOR THE
SSF PROPULS_N MOOULE WEigHS 1300 LBS.
(MODULE STRUCTURE WEIGHS 1000 LBS.)
MILESTONE9 AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
• SURVL_'Y EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
• 8ULO PROTOWPE SHIELD
- t YEAR, S00
• TEST SHELDS AT WS11=
- 1YEN_ _0
RE_MENOED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP LIGHTWEIGHT MATERL_.S FOR UeE AS
SHIELDING AGAINST PROJECTILES UOVING AT
ORBITAL VELOCITIES. BUILD THE SHIELDS ANO TEST
"ll-EM AT NASA's HAZN:IDOUS HYPE_
IMPACT FACIlfW AT WHITE SNdO_
DESCRIPTION:
• GELLED PROPELLANTS FOR OTV'=, EARTH-TO, OR61T
BOOSTERS, AND SPACE TRANSFER/SEI VEHICLES
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• DEMONSTRATE GEL PI_ CAPABILrTIES ANO
PROPERTIES
• ESTABLISH SYSTEM & COMBLISTION DESIGN CRITERIA
• ESTABLISH SYSTE_ 81ENETrts & TECHNOLOGY IMPACTS
• (X_N DUCT DEMONSTRATION ANO VAL IDA11ON TE STB
• COMPLETE FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT
• ESTABLISH RESOURCE REQUIREM_TO
ACCOMPLISH 1"HE ABOVE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• GELLED PROPEU.ANTS ARE LIOUID FUELS AND
OXIOI2_RS THAT HAt_E SPECIAL GELUNG AGENTS AND
METALS ADDED TO FORM THIXOTROPIC COMPOUNDS
WITH INCREASED SAFETY AND PEW-ORMANCE
• BOTH EARTH STO_ AND CRYOGENIC (LO2&H2)
PROPELLANTS CAN BE GELLED TO INCREASE DENSffYo
PERFORMANCE, A/dO TO SUPPRESS THE BOILING POINT
• GELLED I.H2 SLUSH AND GELLED I.H2JSOLID CHt
• SPECFIC BENEFITS INCLUOE:
- HIGH PROPULSIVE PEF_ORMANC_
- HI(_t DENSITY & BOILING POINT SUPPRESSION
- PACKAGING FLEXlBILn'YANO EFFICIENICY
- (3_r.Kn.Y IMPROVED SAFETY OVER LIOUIOS 4, 9OLIC_
- ENQ:iGY MANAGEMENT ('n-IROTTLING, PULSING, ETC.)
- H_H MASS FRACT_N
RECOMMF.NOF.D ACTIONS:
• CONDUCT M_SK:_YSTEU AN_.YSES TO I_t_ITIFY
TECHN(X.OGY IMPACTS AND REQUIREMENTS
• O(_NOUCT TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED HIGH PEp, r-oP, MANCE GELS
• CHARACTE]t lzE GELS Be THE LABORATORY
• DESIGN & DEVELOP GEL PROPULSION SYSTEM
• E STABLISH GEL PROPULS ION TEST BE'I)
• OONO4._T FULL SCALE DEVELCPMF.NT
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SPACE 'T_kNSPORTATION STRUCTURES, AND MATERIAIJI WORKSHOP
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
FINDINGS:
• THE PREVAILING APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CAN BE STATED AS
FOLLOWS:
- "ESTABLISH CO<_WNERSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS"
- "PROMOTE CONSTANT DIALOGUE BETWEEN TECHNOLOGISTS AND SYSTEM
DEVELOPERS •
- "REQUIRE VALIDATION OF TECHNOLOGY IN APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENT
AND CONFIGURATION - DON_ PLACE BURDEN OF PROOF ON SYSTEM
DEVELOPERS
• A MECHANISM IS REQUIRED TO FORCE THAT PROCESS
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• A NASA BUDGET LINE ITEM FOR A NATIONAL COMPONENT/SUB-SYSTEM TEST
BED PROGRAM, DEDICATED TO TECHNOLOGY VALIDATION
COMMENTS
- COMPLACENCY PROBLEM: PROJECTS BELIEVE MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
WILL BE THERE WHEN NEEDED
• ORGANIZATIONS TEND TO BECOME "LOCKED IN" TO FAMILIAR MATERIALS
THE SITUATION IS EXACERBATED BY NEAR-SIGHTED MATERIAL
DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
• TECHNOLOGIES/PRIORITIES EMERGING FROM THIS WORKSHOP REPRESENT
A CURRENT SNAPSHOT. A MECHANISM SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR
PERIODIC UPDATE
- STEERING COMMITTEES?
• NASP: TOO FAR ALONG TO BE DRIVER TO THIS MEETING, BUT SHOULD
BENEFIT FROM LONG-RANGE INITIATIVES
• PARALLEL/COMPLEMENTARY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS NEED TO BE











• CARGO TO MARS
• CARGO TO MOON
+ LUNAR SURFACE POWER








• 1700K + 7-10YRS4 CYCLES
• 1700K + 7-10YRS-10 ¢ CYCLES
• 1200K+ 7-10 YRS- e>0.9
• HI RAD FLUX
•Cs Erosion Resistance, High alpha
_ • SP-100 - COMPONENTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT-NO SYSTEMS TEST
F ']I .PWC-11 CREEPONGOING -W/Nb COMPOSITE FUEL CLAD MATERIAL
_=/Cu RADIATOR MATE RIAL
. REFRACTORY METAL DESIGN/VALIDATION
M_¢n_ ¢ II • STRUCTURAL ALLOY WITH







SUMMARY OF KEY MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
1 2
CHOICE _ CHC_CE
• FUEL (U/ZR) C






























- LEVEL OF EVOLUTK_N
• TECHNOLOGY GAPS





7.3 ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
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